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Growth of Australia’s major trading partners (MTPs) 
was around its long-run average in 2014. The US 
economy continued to strengthen, growing above 
its trend pace over the second half of 2014. In China, 
economic growth eased a little but was still very 
close to the authorities’ target for 2014. Growth of 
investment and industrial production in China – 
which contribute significantly to the demand for 
commodities, including iron ore – have moderated 
over the past year or so, partly because of weak 
conditions in the residential property market. In 
Japan, economic activity has been weaker than 
expected since the increase in the consumption tax 
in April last year, but growth looks to have resumed 
in the December quarter. In the rest of east Asia, the 
pace of growth slowed a little over 2014. Economic 
activity in the euro area remains subdued. 

Australia’s MTP growth is expected to continue at 
around its pace of recent years in 2015 as a number 
of effects offset each other. Growth in China is 
expected to be a little lower in 2015, while growth 
in the US economy is expected to pick up further. 
The significant fall in oil prices, which has largely 
reflected an increase in global production, represents 
a sizeable positive supply shock for the global 
economy and is expected to provide a stimulus to 
growth for Australia’s MTPs. The fall in oil prices is 
also putting downward pressure on global prices of 
goods and services. Other commodity prices have 
also declined in the past three months, though 
by much less than oil prices. This includes iron ore 
and, to a lesser extent, base metals prices. Prices of 
Australia’s liquefied natural gas (LNG) exports are 
generally linked to the price of oil and are expected 

Overview

to fall in the period ahead. The Australian terms of 
trade are expected to be lower as a result of these 
price developments, notwithstanding the benefit 
from the lower price of oil, of which Australia is a 
net importer. 

Central bank actions were the main focus of financial 
markets over the past few months. The European 
Central Bank announced its intention to ease 
monetary policy further to prevent inflation from 
remaining below target for a prolonged period, 
by increasing both the size and scope of its asset 
purchase program to include government bonds. 
Several other central banks have eased policy 
and financial markets have pushed back their 
expectations for policy tightening by the Federal 
Reserve and other central banks. As a result of these 
actions, and some concerns about global growth 
and the risk of declining inflation, sovereign bond 
yields in the major markets have fallen significantly, 
particularly at longer maturities, although the size of 
the decline in yields is difficult to explain.

The increasingly divergent paths of monetary policy 
among the major advanced economies have led to 
some sizeable movements in exchange rates. Most 
notably, the Swiss franc has appreciated by around 
15 per cent against the euro since the Swiss National 
Bank abandoned its exchange rate ceiling against 
the euro at an unscheduled meeting in January. 
While the US dollar has depreciated against the 
Swiss franc, it has appreciated further against most 
other currencies, notably the euro, and is around 
10 per cent higher on a trade-weighted basis than 
it was in mid 2014. Nevertheless, in real terms the 
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US trade-weighted exchange rate remains below its 
long-term average.

Australian financial conditions remain very 
accommodative. Lending rates on the outstanding 
stock of housing and business loans have continued 
to edge lower, and yields on Australian government 
bonds have fallen considerably. The Australian dollar 
has depreciated by around 9  per cent against the 
US dollar since the previous Statement. On a trade-
weighted basis it has depreciated by 7 per cent over 
the same period, and is currently 5 per cent below its 
early 2014 levels, although commodity prices have 
fallen by considerably more since then. 

Available data since the previous Statement suggest 
that the domestic economy continued to grow at 
a below-trend pace over the second half of 2014. 
Resource exports and dwelling investment have 
grown strongly. Consumption growth remains a 
bit below average. Growth of private non-mining 
business investment and public demand remain 
subdued, while mining investment has fallen further.

Export volumes continued to grow strongly over 
the second half of 2014, driven by resource exports. 
Australian production of coal and iron ore is expected 
to remain at high levels, despite the large fall in 
prices over the past year. The production capacity for 
LNG is expected to rise over 2015. Service exports, 
including education and tourism, have increased a 
little over the past two years or so and are expected 
to rise further in response to the exchange rate 
depreciation.

Mining investment continued to decline as some 
current projects reached completion and very few 
new projects were commenced. This is expected 
to continue for some time. Non-mining business 
investment has been subdued over recent years and 
the recent data suggest that it will remain so into the 
first part of 2015. 

Activity and prices in the housing market continue to 
be supported by the very low level of interest rates 
and strong population growth. Dwelling investment 
has grown strongly since mid 2013 and a range of 

indicators point to further growth in the near term. 
Housing price inflation has eased from the very rapid 
rates seen in late 2013, although it remains relatively 
high, particularly in Sydney and Melbourne. Growth 
of owner-occupier housing credit has remained at 
around 6 per cent, but investor credit continues to 
grow at a noticeably faster rate. 

Household consumption growth has picked up since 
early 2013, but is still below average. Consumption 
is being supported by very low interest rates, rising 
wealth, the decision by households to reduce their 
saving ratio gradually and, more recently, the decline 
in petrol prices. These factors have been offset 
to an extent by weak growth in labour income, 
reflecting subdued conditions in the labour market. 
Consumption growth is still expected to be a little 
faster than income growth, which implies a further 
gradual decline in the household saving ratio. 

Although the most recent data on the labour 
market have been more positive, including stronger 
employment growth, measures of spare capacity 
have increased over the past year, consistent with 
a continuation of below-trend growth in economic 
activity. In particular, the unemployment rate 
increased gradually over 2014, continuing its trend 
of the past few years, and the participation rate 
and average hours worked remain below their 
levels of a few years ago. While leading indicators of 
labour demand have picked up since late 2013, at 
this stage they point to only modest employment 
growth and a slight rise in the unemployment rate 
in the near term. Meanwhile, labour cost pressures 
remain subdued. Wage growth remains low and unit 
labour costs have been little changed for more than 
two years.

CPI inflation declined to 1.7 per cent over the year 
to the December quarter, partly reflecting the direct 
effect of the large fall in oil prices and the repeal of 
the carbon price. The various measures of underlying 
inflation declined in year-ended terms to around 
2¼  per cent. Prices of tradable items (excluding 
volatile items and tobacco) were little changed in 
the December quarter and over the year, following 
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a period of some years in which they had been in 
decline. The pass-through of the depreciation of 
the Australian dollar is expected to place upward 
pressure on the prices of tradable items for some 
time, but liaison reports suggest that retailers are 
currently finding it difficult to pass on the costs 
of higher import prices because of the highly 
competitive retail environment. Non-tradables 
inflation (excluding utility prices) was unchanged in 
the December quarter and continues to reflect the 
offsetting effects of weak domestic cost and margin 
pressures, and ongoing strength in the growth of 
new dwelling costs.

GDP growth is forecast to remain a bit below 
trend over the course of this year, before picking 
up to an above-trend pace in the latter part of the 
forecast period as consumption growth improves, 
non-mining business investment lifts and LNG 
exports increase. While the key forces shaping the 
outlook are much as they were at the time of the 
November Statement, the forecast for GDP growth 
has been revised a little lower in the near term. 
Notwithstanding the recent falls in oil prices, new 
information suggests that consumption growth and 
non-mining business investment are likely to pick 
up later than previously had been expected, and 
that LNG production is likely to ramp up a bit more 
gradually than earlier expected. Lower export prices 
are expected to dampen the growth of incomes 
and activity. In time, however, the recent further 
depreciation of the exchange rate and lower interest 
rates are expected to provide support to demand. As 
a result, GDP growth is expected to be above trend 
in the latter part of the forecast period. 

The slightly weaker outlook for GDP growth in the 
near term implies that the unemployment rate is 
likely to rise a bit further and peak a bit later than 
earlier expected, before declining as growth picks up 
to an above-trend pace. The outlook for consumer 
price inflation has been revised lower since the 
previous Statement, reflecting the effects of the fall 
in oil prices and the weaker outlook for labour and 
product markets. These have more than offset the 

upward pressure on prices anticipated to result from 
the further exchange rate depreciation. Headline 
inflation is expected to remain low for a time, before 
picking up a bit to be consistent with the inflation 
target at the end of the forecast period. Underlying 
inflation is expected to remain well contained and 
consistent with the target throughout the forecast 
period.

Overall, the risks to the global economic outlook 
appear to be broadly balanced. Weakness in the 
Chinese property market is an ongoing source 
of uncertainty for the growth in China’s demand, 
including for some of Australia’s key commodities. 
Chinese authorities have taken measures to support 
residential construction activity but, to date, housing 
market conditions remain subdued. Economic 
conditions in the United States could strengthen 
by more than forecast in response to still very 
stimulatory monetary policy and the decline in oil 
prices. More generally, the extent of the stimulus 
to global economic activity from the decline in oil 
prices is a source of uncertainty.

Moreover, the outlook for commodity prices is a 
key source of uncertainty for both the global and 
the domestic economies. The outlook for prices 
will depend on a number of factors, including the 
responsiveness of future supply to the decline in 
commodity prices seen to date. The outlook for the 
exchange rate is also an important consideration 
for the forecasts for the domestic economy. Most 
estimates suggest that the Australian dollar remains 
above its fundamental value, given the substantial 
decline in commodity prices over the past year. 
Increasingly divergent monetary policies in the 
major economies are likely to continue to have an 
important bearing on exchange rate developments. 

There is considerable uncertainty about the 
combined effect of the fall in oil prices and the 
depreciation of the exchange rate on domestic 
economic activity and inflation. Lower oil prices will 
provide support to household demand and benefit 
businesses (outside the oil and gas sectors). The 
lower exchange rate will help to switch demand 
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to domestic sources of production as it pushes up 
import prices and improves the competitiveness 
of firms in the traded sector. The magnitude and 
timing of these effects are, as always, uncertain. The 
same is true of the extent to which the exchange 
rate depreciation passes through to consumer 
prices; this could be slower or faster than historical 
relationships suggest. 

The timing and extent of the expected decline in 
mining investment and the anticipated recovery 
in non-mining activity remain key uncertainties for 
the domestic outlook. While this transition has been 
unfolding for some time, assisted by the very low 
level of interest rates, there is a risk that the recent 
run of moderate growth in household consumption 
could persist. However, the potential for ongoing 
strength in housing price inflation across the country 
could be associated with stronger-than-expected 
growth in consumption. Given the large increases 
in housing prices in some regions and ongoing 
strength in lending to investors in housing assets, 
housing market developments will need to be 
watched carefully. The Bank is working with other 
regulators to assess and contain economic risks that 
may arise from the housing market.

The timing and speed of the anticipated recovery 
in non-mining business investment remains 
uncertain. While the recent data suggest that the 
anticipated pick-up will occur later than had earlier 
been expected, the fundamental factors supporting 
investment remain in place, including very low 
interest rates, strong population growth and a period 
of weak investment over the past few years. If the 

appetite for businesses to take on risk improves, the 
eventual pick-up in non-mining business investment 
could be stronger than currently forecast. 

Prior to the February Board meeting, the cash rate 
had been at the same level since August 2013. 
Interest rates faced by households and firms had 
declined a little over this period. Very low interest 
rates have contributed to a pick-up in the growth of 
non-mining activity. The recent large fall in oil prices, if 
sustained, will also help to bolster domestic demand. 
However, over recent months there have been fewer 
indications of a near-term strengthening in growth 
than previous forecasts would have implied. Hence, 
growth overall is now forecast to remain at a below-
trend pace somewhat longer than had earlier been 
expected. Accordingly, the economy is expected 
to be operating with a degree of spare capacity for 
some time yet, and domestic cost pressures are likely 
to remain subdued and inflation well contained. In 
addition, while the exchange rate has depreciated, 
it remains above most estimates of its fundamental 
value, particularly given the significant falls in key 
commodity prices, and so is providing less assistance 
in delivering balanced growth in the economy than 
it could. 

Given this assessment, and informed by a set of 
forecasts based on an unchanged cash rate, the Board 
judged at its February meeting that a further 25 basis 
point reduction in the cash rate was appropriate. 
This decision is expected to provide some additional 
support to demand, thus fostering sustainable 
growth and inflation outcomes consistent with the 
inflation target.  R
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1.  International Economic  
Developments

Overall, growth of Australia’s major trading partners 
(MTPs) was around its long-run average in 2014. 
Global PMIs have moderated a little recently, but 
still point to MTP growth continuing at around its 
average pace in the near term (Graph 1.1). Prices of 
a range of commodities have fallen over the past six 
months. This largely reflects an increase in global 
supply, in response to commodity prices having risen 
to historically high levels over more than a decade. 
However, in recent months, weaker-than-expected 
growth in global demand for some commodities is 
also likely to have been a factor. Most notably, there 
has been a gradual easing in the growth of demand 
for commodities in China, which accounts for a large 
share of internationally traded commodities and of 
Australia’s resource exports. A decline in the growth 
in Chinese steel production has contributed to falling 
iron ore prices, which are particularly relevant to the 
current conjuncture and forecasts of the Australian 
economy (see ‘Box A: The Effects of Changes in Iron 
Ore Prices’). 

Growth in the rest of east Asia has also eased a little 
while the Japanese economy has been weaker 
than expected. Growth in the euro area has been 
modest but the US economy has been growing at 
an above-trend pace over recent quarters. The sharp 
fall in oil prices since September 2014 is expected 
to provide additional support to growth in most of 
Australia’s major trading partners given that they are 
net energy importers (see ‘Box C: The Effects of the 
Fall in Oil Prices’). Lower oil prices are also putting 
downward pressure on global inflation (Graph 1.2).

Graph 1.1

Graph 1.2
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Asia-Pacific
In China, economic growth has eased a little but 
was still very close to the authorities’ target for 2014. 
GDP increased by 1.5 per cent in the December 
quarter, to be 7.4 per cent higher in 2014 (Graph 1.3). 
Consumption expenditure has accounted for around 
half of this growth in the past year, consistent with 
the resilient growth of retail sales (Graph 1.4). Growth 
of real fixed asset investment – which contributes 
significantly to the demand for commodities – 
moderated in 2014, particularly for manufacturing 
and real estate investment. In contrast, infrastructure 
investment growth has remained elevated, and 
the authorities have signalled that this type of 
investment will continue to be strong in 2015, 
particularly in utilities, clean energy, oil and gas 
pipelines, and healthcare infrastructure. Growth 
of industrial production has also moderated over 
the past year. Weak conditions in the property 
market have affected the output of construction-
related industrial products; growth of crude steel 
and cement production, in particular, look to have 
slowed noticeably in 2014. 

Conditions in the Chinese residential property 
market remain subdued. Prices and sales volumes 
have continued to fall in recent months, although the 
rate of decline has moderated following the easing 
of house purchase restrictions and the introduction 

Graph 1.3
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of measures to support the market (Graph 1.5). There 
is evidence that part of the earlier reduction in the 
floor on mortgage rates has been passed through to 
the majority of home buyers, and some jurisdictions 
have introduced additional measures to encourage 
property sales. Growth of real estate investment has 
weakened in recent months but the level is likely 
to be supported by further construction of social 
housing; the government has announced a target of 
4.8 million completions in 2015, which is comparable 
to the target for 2014. 

The flow of total social financing has increased in 
recent months, with increases in both bank loans 
and other financing. While non-bank and off-balance 
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sheet financing increased in the December quarter, 
they have moderated over the past year, which is 
consistent with policy changes designed to reduce 
their share in overall financing activity (Graph  1.6). 
Growth of trust loans and bank accepted bills – which 
have contributed significantly to growth in non-bank 
and off-balance sheet financing in recent years – has 
slowed noticeably over the past 12 months. 

The People’s Bank of China (PBC) cut benchmark 
interest rates in November and injected liquidity 
through a range of lending facilities. In early February, 
the PBC cut the reserve requirement ratio by 50 basis 
points, with additional cuts for institutions focused on 
lending to the agricultural sector and smaller firms. 
This is likely to provide some offset to the effects of 
modestly higher real interest rates (which have come 
about via lower inflation) and restrictions on the 
growth of non-bank and off-balance sheet financing 
activity. The move is also likely to provide some 
offset to the reduced pace of reserve accumulation 
in recent months (see the ‘International and Foreign 
Exchange Markets’ chapter).

Chinese exports increased substantially in 2014, 
although growth eased towards the end of the year 
(Graph 1.7). Growth in imports has also moderated, 
consistent with slower growth of investment. 
Following a sharp increase in iron ore imports over 
the year to June 2014 (much of which was sourced 
from Australia), iron ore imports have been little 
changed over the past six months.

Inflationary pressures in China remain weak. CPI 
inflation was well below the authorities’ target of 
3.5 per cent in 2014 (Graph 1.8). Non-food inflation 
has eased in recent months. Producer prices 
have been falling in year-ended terms for almost 
three years, consistent with widespread reports 
of manufacturing overcapacity and declining 
commodity prices. To date, the impact of lower oil 
prices has been more pronounced for producer 
prices than consumer prices. This reflects the much 
smaller weight of petrol prices in the CPI, as well as 
administrative controls on retail petrol prices and 
several increases in the fuel consumption tax since 
November.
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In Japan, economic activity has been weaker than 
expected since the increase in the consumption 
tax in April last year. Growth looks to have resumed 
in the December quarter, following significant 
declines in output in the previous two quarters. 
Industrial production and consumption indicators 
picked up in the December quarter, and increases in 
machinery orders over the past six months suggest 
that business investment is likely to increase in the 
December quarter (Graph  1.9). Export volumes 
also picked up in the December quarter, following 
little growth over the previous 12  months. Japan’s 
recently re-elected government has delayed the 
second increase in the consumption tax until April 
2017 and announced additional temporary fiscal 
stimulus measures in response to weaker-than-
expected economic activity.

Graph 1.9

Graph 1.10

Graph 1.11
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Inflation in Japan picked up in mid 2013, largely as 
a result of higher import prices following the earlier 
depreciation of the yen from late 2012. But as the 
effects of the earlier depreciation have faded and 
oil prices have fallen, inflation has eased over the 
past few months (Graph  1.10). Market measures of 
medium- and long-term inflation expectations have 
eased back to around 1 per cent. 

Meanwhile, the Japanese labour market remains 
tight. The unemployment rate is around its lowest 

level in 17  years, and the ratio of job vacancies to 
applicants is high. Reflecting this tightness, wages 
have recently picked up a little, although they have 
not kept pace with the increase in prices over 2014. 
The government recently announced that it will 
lower the corporate tax rate over the next few years, 
and that it anticipates this will give companies scope 
to increase wages.

In the rest of east Asia, the pace of growth over 2014 
was a little slower than in recent years (Graph 1.11). 
Growth in the December quarter slowed in Korea, 
picked up in Taiwan and remained relatively strong in 
the Philippines. Overall, the region is a net importer 
of oil, so activity will benefit from the decline in oil 
prices (see ‘Box C: The Effects of the Fall in Oil Prices’). 
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In general, falling global oil prices have led to 
declines in headline inflation across the region 
(Graph  1.12). The exceptions are Indonesia and 
Malaysia where consumer prices have risen 
in response to reductions in government fuel 
subsidies. These actions will ease pressure on both 
governments’ budgets and leave them less exposed 
to future increases in world oil prices.

prompting it to ease policy in mid January, although 
inflation is expected to rise somewhat in year-ended 
terms given the low outcomes in early 2014.

New Zealand’s economy has experienced strong 
growth of domestic demand, particularly private 
investment, which has been supported by 
rebuilding following the Canterbury earthquakes of 
2010 and 2011. The Reserve Bank of New Zealand 
has responded by raising the cash rate by 100 basis 
points over 2014. Labour market conditions have 
strengthened in recent quarters, although wage and 
price inflation remain subdued. Despite the fall in 
New Zealand’s commodity export prices, the New 
Zealand dollar exchange rate has remained elevated.

United States
The US economy has strengthened recently, with 
output growing above its trend pace over the 
second half of 2014. Growth of consumer and 
business spending have led the pick-up, while public 
expenditure increased modestly over 2014, after 
detracting from GDP growth since 2010 (Graph 1.14). 
Residential investment remains very low as a share 
of GDP.

Falling energy prices have lowered headline inflation 
in the United States and boosted real household 
incomes (Graph  1.15). The Federal Reserve has 
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In India, economic growth has picked up over the 
past couple of years. Revisions to national accounts 
data point to more of an improvement than had 
been implied by earlier estimates (Graph  1.13). 
Investment growth has been quite volatile for 
some time, but in recent months a number of new 
investment projects have been announced by both 
the government and the private sector. There is 
some evidence that the government is beginning to 
make progress on a range of reform initiatives. Areas 
of focus include introducing a national goods and 
services tax, raising foreign investment limits in the 
insurance sector, making it easier to purchase land 
and improving transport and energy infrastructure. 
Meanwhile, inflation has continued to moderate in 
recent months, largely due to lower food and oil 
prices, although underlying inflation has also eased. 
The rate of consumer price inflation in December 
was well below the Reserve Bank of India’s goal, 
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indicated that it will look through oil-related falls 
in headline inflation; core inflation over the year to 
December 2014 was 1.3 per cent. Lower gasoline 
prices and ongoing strength in labour market 
outcomes appear to have contributed to a sharp rise 
in consumer sentiment over the past few months, 
following an increasing trend over the past few 
years. The pace of job creation has picked up further 
and the unemployment rate declined to 5.6 per 
cent in December. Wage growth, as measured by 
the employment cost index, has picked up to be 
slightly below its long-run average since the middle 
of last year. 

Survey-based measures of business activity 
improved over most of 2014 and remain above 

average, despite declining a little around the turn 
of the year. In line with this, growth of industrial 
production has picked up in recent months and over 
2014 recorded its fastest pace in four years.

Europe
In the euro area, economic activity continues to 
recover slowly. GDP grew for six consecutive quarters 
to the September quarter 2014, but the cumulative 
expansion over this period was only 1.3  per cent. 
Timely indicators, including the PMIs, have softened 
a little over the past couple of months but are still 
consistent with modest growth. The unemployment 
rate has declined by around ½  percentage point 
from its peak of 12 per cent in late 2013 (Graph 1.16). 
Some of that decline has been associated with 
declining participation rates in most economies 
in the region. Nevertheless, in some economies – 
particularly Spain, Portugal and Ireland – GDP growth 
has been above trend and employment growth has 
lifted, so they have seen more marked declines in 
their unemployment rates, albeit from high levels. 
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Consumer prices declined over the year to January 
(Graph  1.17). This was partly the result of falling oil 
prices, although core inflation of 0.6 per cent is also 
well below the European Central Bank’s (ECB’s) target. 
Long-term inflation expectations have declined by 
around ½ percentage point over the past six months. 
The ECB responded to low inflation and declining 
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inflation expectations by announcing an expanded 
asset purchase program at its recent meeting (see the 
‘International and Foreign Exchange Markets’ chapter). 

Commodity Prices
The RBA index of commodity prices (ICP) continued 
to decline in recent months, driven by substantial 
falls in the prices of iron ore and oil (Table  1.1; 
Graph  1.18). Falling iron ore prices underpinned a 

Table 1.1: Commodity Price Growth(a)

SDR, 3-month-average prices, per cent

Since 
previous 

Statement

Contribution  
to change since  

previous Statement(b)
Over the  
past year

Bulk commodities –6 –3.5 –34

– Iron ore –12 –3.9 –45

– Coking coal 4 0.6 –12

– Thermal coal –2 –0.2 –20

Rural 2 0.3 4

Base metals –3 –0.2 6

Gold 1 0.1 4

Brent oil(c) –35 –2.0 –44

RBA ICP –5 – –20

–  using spot prices for bulk commodities  –5 – –20
(a) Prices from the RBA index of commodity prices (ICP); bulk commodities prices are spot prices
(b) Contributions (in percentage points) do not sum to total change in RBA ICP because not all components are included in the table 
(c) In US dollars
Sources: Bloomberg; IHS Energy Publishing; RBA

4 per cent decline in the Australian terms of trade in 
the September quarter.

Increases in the global supply of iron ore, together 
with weaker growth in demand from China, have 
led to a decline in the spot price of iron ore of 
around 50 per cent over the past year (in US dollar 
terms; Graph  1.19). The decline in iron ore prices 
has coincided with a period of slowing growth of 
global steel production. At the current spot price of 
around US$60  per tonne, most Australian iron ore 
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dollar will offset some of the impact of declining 
prices for Australian producers. Bank liaison suggests 
that mining companies are increasingly focused on 
reducing costs, including through lowering labour 
costs and increasing productivity. 

The Brent oil price has now fallen to a bit above 
US$50 per barrel, and is around its lowest level since 
early  2009. Strong growth in ‘unconventional’ oil 
supply from the United States and resilient OPEC 
production have pushed down prices (see ‘Box  C: 
The Effects of the Fall in Oil Prices’). At current prices, 
higher-cost oil producers, particularly some of those 
using unconventional sources in North America, 
are likely to be unprofitable. Weaker-than-expected 
growth of demand has also contributed to the 
decline in oil prices. The sharp fall in crude oil prices 
is expected, in time, to feed through to the prices 
received by Australian liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
producers, given that most LNG contracts are linked 
to the price of oil.

Base metal prices have decreased on average in the 
past three months, reflecting revisions to prospects 
for global economic growth, notably for China. Prices 
have declined particularly sharply for copper and 
nickel.  R

Graph 1.19 Graph 1.20
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production is estimated to be profitable. Indeed, 
some of the impact of declining prices on mining 
company margins has been offset by the recent 
depreciation of the exchange rate (see ‘Box A: The 
Effects of Changes in Iron Ore Prices’). In addition, 
the declining oil price has helped to reduce the cost 
of extracting and shipping iron ore. To date, there 
has only been a limited response of global supply 
to lower prices, despite estimates suggesting that a 
significant share of global production is unprofitable 
at current prices. In China, data suggest that there 
has been a modest decline in iron ore production in 
recent months.

The spot price of coking coal has been little changed 
over recent months and remains around its lowest 
level since 2007 (Graph  1.20). In contrast, thermal 
coal prices have continued to drift lower. The 
decline in thermal coal prices over the past year 
largely reflects new capacity expansions, together 
with weaker demand growth. At current prices, a 
substantial share of global coal production is likely to 
be unprofitable. In response, some companies have 
opted to close mines (including several coal mines 
in North America and some smaller, higher-cost 
mines in Australia) or reduce production. In addition, 
a number of potential projects have been delayed. 
As with iron ore, the depreciation of the Australian 
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Graph A1

Box A

The Effects of Changes in Iron Ore Prices 

The US dollar spot price for iron ore has fallen by 
around 50 per cent over the past year and by over 
65 per cent since its peak in early 2011 (Graph A1). This 
follows a very large increase in prices over the 2000s as 
the growth in global demand for iron ore, particularly 
from China, exceeded the growth in global supply. In 
time, this led to a substantial expansion of global iron 
ore capacity and production, including in Australia. 
While the iron ore price was expected to decline as 
additional supply came on line, the size of the fall has 
been larger than most forecasters anticipated. This 
reflects larger-than-expected increases in lower-cost 
supply over the past few years and, more recently, 
a smaller-than-expected reduction in supply from 
higher-cost producers and some unexpected slowing 
in the growth of Chinese demand. 

As a result of the rapid expansion of investment 
and production in Australia, iron ore now accounts 
for close to one-fifth of the value of Australia’s total 
exports. This means that the large falls in iron ore 
prices have driven a significant decline in Australia’s 
terms of trade. The impact of this on the domestic 
economy has been offset to some extent by a 
depreciation of the Australian dollar. 

One way of gauging the effects of changes in 
the terms of trade on the domestic economy is to 
compare different measures of economic activity. 
Changes in the terms of trade represent changes 
in relative prices, so will not directly affect the most 
commonly used measure of real output (real GDP). 
However, changes in the terms of trade directly 
affect the purchasing power of domestic income. 
This effect is commonly measured by comparing 
the change in real GDP with the change in real gross 
domestic income (real GDI), which deflates nominal 
exports by import prices rather than export prices. 

Real GDI grew at a faster pace than real GDP over 
most of the 2000s, consistent with a rise in Australian 
living standards in response to the sharp increase in 
the terms of trade. However, this measure overstates 
the increase in purchasing power of national income 
over this period as some of the benefit from the 
rising terms of trade accrued to foreign investors (e.g. 
through dividend payments to non-resident owners 
of resource companies operating in Australia), 
and a greater share of gross income was used to 
offset depreciation of the mining capital stock as 
it increased in size. Real net national disposable 
income (real NNDI) attempts to adjust real GDI for 
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these effects. While it is difficult to gauge the share 
of foreign ownership of the iron ore industry, it is 
estimated to be fairly high. This suggests that a 
sizeable portion of iron ore profits over this period 
flowed to foreign investors.

The fall in the iron ore price over recent years has 
weighed on real GDI and (indirectly) real GDP, and 
is expected to continue to do so over the forecast 
period. This reflects the unwinding of the effects that 
operated when the terms of trade increased over 
the decade to 2011.1 In particular, the fall in iron ore 
prices has placed downward pressure on national 
income, which has weighed on consumption and 
government revenue. To the extent that some of the 
fall in iron ore prices reflected weaker-than-expected 
demand, it would also have detracted from mining 
investment.

The magnitude and timing of these effects depend 
on a number of factors, including changes in the 
exchange rate, the responses of monetary and 
fiscal policies and the extent to which households 
and businesses respond to the changes in relative 
prices they face. A depreciation of the exchange rate 
mitigates the size of the change in prices in Australian 
dollar terms and offsets some of the economic 
effects of the decline in the terms of trade by 
stimulating demand in other trade-exposed sectors 
of the economy, such as manufacturing, tourism 
and education. The trade-weighted exchange rate 
has depreciated by 15 per cent since the peak in 
iron ore prices in 2011 and by 7 per cent over the 
past year. Monetary policy has also responded to 
the balance of these, and other, forces; the current 
accommodative stance is providing support to 
demand as the economy adjusts to a large decline in 
mining investment and the exchange rate remains 
above most estimates of its fundamental value.

Falling iron ore prices can reduce household income, 
and therefore household expenditure, through 

1 See Downes P, K Hanslow and P Tulip (2014), ‘The Effect of the Mining 
Boom on the Australian Economy’, RBA Research Discussion Paper 
No 2014-08.

several different channels. Lower resource equity 
prices and/or dividend payments reduce household 
wealth and income, although this effect is mitigated 
to some degree by the high level of foreign 
ownership of iron ore companies. A lower tax base 
from falling royalties and company tax receipts could 
lead to lower transfer payments to households, 
higher taxes and/or lower public expenditure if 
governments choose not to allow their budget 
position to deteriorate (see below). A decline in 
mining investment reduces demand for labour and 
exerts downward pressure on wages. 

The impact of falling household disposable income 
on real GDP depends on how households respond. 
To the extent that the saving ratio increased over 
the decade to 2013 because households viewed at 
least some of the increase in the terms of trade as 
temporary, as suggested by Downes, Hanslow and 
Tulip (2014), this would imply that the saving ratio 
will fall somewhat in response to the decline in the 
terms of trade. This would support consumption 
growth relative to a scenario in which the earlier rise 
in the saving ratio was driven by more permanent 
factors.

The bulk of Australian iron ore producers are at the 
lower end of the global iron ore cost curve, which 
means that most Australian production remains 
profitable at current iron ore prices (Graph  A2). 
Producers have responded to the decline in their 
profitability by reducing costs, such as labour. 
Producers have also reduced their expenditure 
on sustaining the existing capital stock and on 
exploration. To date, there has been a negligible 
response of export volumes to the fall in iron ore 
prices; in fact, the major producers are still planning 
to expand production a little further. Typically, new 
mining investment would also be expected to 
decline in response to lower prices; however, with 
the exception of planned capacity increases from 
major producers, existing commitments for major 
new projects were already limited. 
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Graph A2 The fall in the iron ore price over recent years 
has reduced royalties for the Western Australian 
Government and company tax receipts for the 
Australian Government. During the mining boom, 
governments responded to the increase in the 
tax base by lowering the average tax rate for 
households, and increasing expenditure and transfer 
payments. As the iron ore price has fallen from its 
peak, governments have chosen to offset lower tax 
and royalty receipts partly through fiscal restraint on 
current expenditures, such as transfer payments to 
households, and partly by increasing borrowing over 
the next few years.  R
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2.  International and Foreign 
Exchange Markets

Diverging central bank policies and sharp falls in the 
price of oil have resulted in a number of large moves 
in international financial markets over recent months 
and an associated increase in volatility from the very 
low levels reached in mid  2014. Recent additional 
policy stimulus announced by both the European 
Central Bank (ECB) and the Bank of Japan (BoJ) has 
contributed to pronounced declines in bond yields 
in those economies – with German and Japanese 
government bond yields reaching historic lows – 
and sizeable depreciations of the euro and yen. In 
contrast, expectations that the US Federal Reserve 
will raise policy rates some time later this year have 
underpinned the broad-based appreciation of the 
US dollar. The widening divergence in the paths for 
central bank policy was also cited as a key reason for 
the Swiss National Bank’s (SNB’s) unexpected decision 
to abandon its policy of capping the franc-euro 
exchange rate, which resulted in a sharp appreciation 
of the Swiss franc. Despite the expectations for 
Federal Reserve policy tightening, long-term US 
Treasury yields have fallen to historically low levels 
alongside declines in oil prices. The decline in oil 
prices has also weighed heavily on the currencies 
of a range of oil exporters, with the depreciation of 
the Russian rouble most pronounced. The Australian 
dollar has also depreciated further since the previous 
Statement amid broader declines in commodity 
prices, most notably iron ore.

Central Bank Policy
The ECB decided at its January meeting to 
significantly expand and broaden its existing asset 
purchase programs to include euro area sovereign 

bonds. The decision followed its assessment that 
current policy measures would not be sufficient 
to adequately address the heightened risk of a 
prolonged period of below-target inflation.

In March, ECB asset purchases will increase from 
the current pace of about €13 billion per month to 
€60 billion per month. Purchases will continue until 
the ECB assesses that inflation has increased in a 
sustainable manner, with the intention that this will 
persist until at least September 2016. Accordingly, 
the ECB will purchase at least €1.1 trillion in securities, 
such that its balance sheet will exceed its previous 
peak of €3.1 trillion. The scale of the ECB’s monthly 
purchases is equivalent to around 80 per cent of the 
maximum rate of purchases undertaken by the Fed 
during 2013, but is equivalent to around 7½ per cent 
of euro area GDP. This compares with 6 per cent of 
US GDP for the Fed’s purchases and 16 per cent of 
Japanese GDP for the BoJ’s purchases.

The scope of ECB purchases was widened from 
covered bonds and asset-backed securities to 
include securities issued by euro area governments, 
agencies and European institutions. The ECB’s asset 
purchases will be confined to investment-grade 
bonds but can also include securities issued by 
sovereigns rated below investment grade if the 
country is under a European Union/International 
Monetary Fund assistance program (subject to 
additional conditions). Purchases of eligible securities 
issued by euro area governments and agencies will 
be in proportion to their share in the ECB’s capital, 
subject to holding limits of 25 per cent of any issue 
(and 33  per cent on issuers, which is relevant for 
Greece given existing holdings of Greek debt). The 
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ECB also departed from its standard practice of 
mutualising the risk among national central banks, 
deciding instead that gains or losses on securities 
will largely remain with each national central bank. 

The ECB had started to reverse the contraction 
in its balance sheet prior to the announcement 
of sovereign bond purchases, with total assets 
currently almost €200  billion higher than the mid 
September trough (Graph 2.1). Most of this increase 
is due to lending to banks, as the ECB extended 
€80  billion  and €130  billion in new lending under 
its September and December targeted long-
term refinancing operations (TLTROs), more than 
offsetting €175 billion in repayment of 3-year LTROs 
issued in late 2011 and early 2012. The 2011 offering 
of 3-year LTRO funds matured in late January, with 
around €45 billion still outstanding, and was largely 
replaced by new 3-month and shorter-term loans; 
a further €105 billion of 3-year LTROs will mature at 
the end of February. The ECB’s holdings of securities 
have also increased by more than €30 billion due to 
covered bond purchases, while acquisitions of asset-
backed securities have been minimal to date.

August. Italian and Spanish banks are still the largest 
borrowers from ECB facilities, with €195 billion and 
€145 billion in outstanding loans, respectively. 

Short-term lending to Greek banks also increased 
by almost €10  billion over December, with total 
borrowing from the ECB rising to €56 billion, and 
is believed to have risen further in January as 
depositors withdrew funds on concerns about the 
implications of the recent change in government 
(see section on ‘Sovereign Debt Markets’). However, 
the ECB subsequently announced that it will no 
longer accept Greek government debt as collateral, 
effective from 11 February. The decision followed 
its assessment that it is not possible to presume 
Greece will remain in an assistance program. Greek 
banks will now have to provide alternative collateral 
or borrow via the Emergency Liquidity Assistance 
facility, which has looser collateral requirements but 
requires ECB approval. 

At an unscheduled January meeting, the SNB 
abandoned its commitment to ensure the Swiss 
franc did not appreciate beyond CHF1.20 per euro 
that had been in place since September 2011 (see 
section on ‘Foreign Exchange’). To ameliorate the 
expected tightening in financial conditions, it 
simultaneously lowered the rate on most additional 
deposits held at the SNB (in excess of a threshold) by 
50 basis points to –0.75 per cent, having previously 
lowered it from zero to –0.25 per cent in December. 
Interbank rates have fallen sharply in response, with 
the 3-month Swiss franc LIBOR now trading close 
to –1 per cent (Graph 2.2). The Danish central bank 
also lowered the rate it pays on deposits held at the 
central bank three times in January, in response to 
appreciation pressure on its exchange rate which 
is fixed to the euro. The cumulative reduction 
amounted to 45  basis points, leaving this rate at 
–0.50 per cent.

The BoJ’s balance sheet expanded by ¥75  trillion 
over 2014, and the BoJ is targeting an increase of 
around ¥80 trillion in 2015 following its late October 
decision to increase the scale of its government 
bond purchases (Graph  2.3). The BoJ has lowered 
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German and Italian banks appear to have been the 
main borrowers of funds extended as part of the 
September and December TLTROs. Outstanding 
ECB lending to these countries has increased 
by €50  billion and €30  billion, respectively, since 
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its near-term forecast for inflation, now expecting 
that it will remain around 1 per cent in the fiscal year 
beginning April, given the disinflationary impact of 
falling oil prices. However, it remains confident that it 
will achieve its 2 per cent inflation target during the 
fiscal year beginning April 2016.

Falling oil prices have contributed to policy rate 
reductions by central banks of both oil exporters 
and importers. The Bank of Canada lowered its 
policy rate by 25 basis points in January, noting that 
the fall in oil prices is expected to see investment in 
its oil industry fall by 30 per cent and the terms of 
trade decline, leading to a sizeable reduction in its 
forecasts for economic activity (Table  2.1). Market 
pricing implies a further reduction in its policy rate 

(Graph  2.4).  The Norwegian central bank similarly 
lowered its policy rate by 25 basis points in December, 
attributing its decision to expected weakness in the 
broad economy as a result of falling oil prices, and 
flagged that it may reduce its rate further if these 
trends continue. Among oil-importing nations, the 
Reserve Bank of India lowered its policy rate by 
25 basis points in January, having previously raised 
it by 75  basis points between August 2013 and 
January 2014, as inflation slowed more rapidly than 
previously anticipated. The Turkish central bank also 
continued to unwind part of the sharp monetary 
tightening it implemented last January, in response 
to a more benign inflation outlook as oil prices have 
fallen, while the Monetary Authority of Singapore 
announced that, for the same reason, it will slow 
the pace of appreciation in the country’s nominal 
effective exchange rate.

Market-implied expectations for future interest 
rates in other advanced economies have declined 
materially over the past six months. Markets are no 
longer pricing in a rate rise by the Bank of England 
this year and expect it will increase its policy rate 
only twice over the subsequent two years, while the 
Reserve Bank of New Zealand is now expected to 
lower its policy rate over the next two years. 

In contrast, the US Federal Reserve continues to 
signal that it expects to raise policy rates sometime 
around the middle of this year, and that the pace 
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at which rates rise thereafter will likely be gradual. 
Futures markets are pricing in both a later start to the 
tightening cycle and a more gradual increase than 
predicted by members of the Federal Open Markets 
Committee (FOMC; Graph  2.5). The market-implied 
path has flattened significantly over recent months 
as investors judged that subdued inflation – in large 
part due to declining oil prices – and risks to the 
global economy will cause the Fed to maintain low 
interest rates for longer than previously expected.

Several other central banks have tightened policy 
over recent months. The Russian central bank raised 
its policy rate by 750  basis points in December, 
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Table 2.1: Monetary Policy

Policy rate Most recent 
change

Cumulative change 
in current phase(a)

Per cent Basis points

Euro area 0.05 ↓ Sep 14 –145
Japan(b) na na
United States(c) 0.125 ↓ Dec 08 –512.5
Australia 2.25 ↓ Feb 15 –250
Brazil 12.25 ↑ Jan 15 500
Canada 0.75 ↓ Jan 15 –25
Chile 3.00 ↓ Oct 14 –225
China(b) na na
India 7.75 ↓ Jan 15 –25
Indonesia 7.75 ↑ Nov 14 200
Israel 0.25 ↓ Aug 14 –300
Malaysia 3.25 ↑ Jul 14 125
Mexico 3.00 ↓ Jun 14 –525
New Zealand 3.50 ↑ Jul 14 100
Norway 1.25 ↓ Dec 14 –100
Russia 15.00 ↓ Jan 15 –200
South Africa 5.75 ↑ Jul 14 75
South Korea 2.00 ↓ Oct 14 –125
Sweden 0.00 ↓ Oct 14 –200
Switzerland(c) –0.75 ↓ Jan 15 –350
Taiwan 1.875 ↑ Jun 11 62.5
Thailand 2.00 ↓ Mar 14 –150
Turkey 7.75 ↓ Jan 15 –225
United Kingdom 0.50 ↓ Mar 09 –525
(a) Current rate relative to most recent trough or peak
(b) The Bank of Japan’s main operating target is currently the money base; China does not have an official policy rate
(c) Midpoint of target range
Sources: Central Banks; RBA; Thomson Reuters
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though unwound 200 basis points of this in January, 
leaving its rate at 15 per cent compared with 5.5 per 
cent at the start of last year. The increase occurred 
in an attempt to stem the sharp depreciation of 
the rouble (see section on ‘Foreign Exchange’). The 
Ukrainian central bank raised rates by a further 
150  basis points in November, following 600  basis 
points of tightening earlier in 2014, to stem deposit 
outflow and stabilise its currency. The Brazilian 
central bank has also continued to tighten policy in 
response to elevated inflation, raising its policy rate 
by a further 50 basis points in both December and 
January, while Bank Indonesia increased its policy 
rate by 25  basis points in November to counter 
upward pressure on inflation expectations from a cut 
in government subsidies for fuel. 

In China, money market rates have, on average, 
been a little higher over recent months than 
those prevailing throughout most of 2014. This 
has occurred despite the People’s Bank of China 
(PBC) reportedly undertaking a number of direct 
liquidity injections to specific banks over this time. 
The PBC injected liquidity via a 50 basis point cut 
to the reserve requirement ratio in February. One 
likely reason for these injections is to provide some 
offset to the net sale of foreign currency reserves 
(see section on ‘Foreign Exchange’). The PBC also 
announced a reduction in most benchmark lending 
rates by 40 basis points from November (Graph 2.6). 
Benchmark lending rates are no longer binding on 
Chinese banks but still tend to guide their pricing; 
accordingly, average lending rates have fallen 
slightly. The PBC simultaneously lowered most 
benchmark deposit rates by 25  basis points. These 
rates are still binding on banks, but the reduction in 
benchmark rates was accompanied by a widening 
of the permissible margin that banks can utilise, 
from 10  per cent above the benchmark to 20  per 
cent, leaving the ceiling on deposit rates largely 
unchanged and allowing banks to maintain existing 
pricing. Authorities have continued to take steps 
towards deregulating deposit rates, including 
announcing a deposit insurance scheme expected 
to commence this year.

While these steps by themselves would contribute 
to a slight easing in the policy stance, regulatory 
decisions over 2014 may have more than offset these, 
leading to a tightening in overall financial conditions. 
In early 2015, the China Banking Regulatory 
Commission (CBRC) also proposed a draft regulation 
that could significantly constrain entrusted lending, 
which accounted for around 15 per cent of growth 
in total social financing last year. Entrusted lending 
typically involves lending by one company to 
another, with banks purportedly just acting as 
agents, but authorities have been concerned that 
a sizeable portion of such lending has been funded 
by bank credit and has been structured to evade 
regulatory constraints on direct bank lending. To 
prevent this, the regulations prohibit entrusted loans 
from being funded by debt (bank credit, bonds or 
wealth management products) or invested in most 
financial instruments, and banks will be prohibited 
from taking on any credit risk. Slightly offsetting 
this, the PBC announced regulatory reforms to the 
calculation of banks’ loan-to-deposit ratios, which 
should relax constraints stemming from the 75 per 
cent cap a little. In particular, it expanded the 
definition of both loans and deposits included in 
this calculation to incorporate (among other things) 
interbank transactions with non-bank financial 
institutions, to which banks are net receivers of funds 
in aggregate.
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end of the maturity spectrum, leading to a marked 
flattening of the yield curve in major markets and 
a sizeable decline in term premiums, which now 
provide investors with minimal or no compensation 
for holding longer-term bonds (Graph 2.8). 
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Sovereign Debt Markets
Yields on major market 10-year sovereign bonds 
declined significantly over 2014, with yields on 
US Treasuries down by 90  basis points, those on 
German Bunds down by 140 basis points and those 
on Japanese government bonds (JGBs) down 
by 40  basis points (Graph  2.7). Bond yields have 
continued to fall in 2015, particularly those on US 
Treasuries which are 40  basis points lower than 
at the end of last year. These declines have seen 
yields on Bunds and JGBs reach new record lows, 
while those on Treasuries are back around the 
levels recorded prior to the Fed first signalling its 
expectation of scaling back its asset purchases in 
mid 2013. Yields on Swiss government bonds have 
also fallen by more than 100 basis points since the 
start of 2014, with much of this occurring prior to 
the SNB’s decision to abandon its exchange rate 
ceiling. Swiss 10-year bonds now yield less than 
zero per cent. This is the first time ever that a 10-year 
bond has traded with a negative yield.

Bond yields have generally fallen across the maturity 
spectrum over this period, and bonds with maturities 
of several years have recently traded with yields 
no more than zero per cent in several countries, 
including Japan, core euro area economies and 
several other European nations. However, declines in 
bond yields have been most pronounced at the long 

While the magnitude of these falls are hard to explain, 
a number of factors have contributed, including: 
heightened concerns about global growth and the 
possibility of deflation over the next few years as 
oil prices have fallen; expectations of the January 
announcement of sovereign bond purchases by the 
ECB; and ongoing purchases of JGBs by the BoJ. It 
also reflects a reduction in the supply of new bonds, 
tightening the demand/supply balance, as budget 
deficits have generally narrowed, resulting in lower 
net issuance. These factors have been associated 
with a larger fall in yields on nominal bonds than 
on inflation-indexed bonds, leading to a marked 
reduction in the compensation that owners of 
nominal bonds receive for inflation, as discussed 
in ‘Box B: The Decline in Bond Yields and Inflation 
Expectations’.

Japanese residents have partially unwound their 
earlier accumulation of foreign bonds over recent 
months, but their holdings remain almost ¥10 trillion 
higher than in March (Graph 2.9). Japanese residents 
have been heavy buyers of US Treasuries and euro area 
bonds (other than Bunds) over this period. Japanese 
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month (subject to European Union agreement). It 
had also budgeted to post a primary budget surplus 
of €3.3 billion in 2015, though this could disappear 
if SYRIZA raises the minimum wage and pensions as 
planned. These funds should be sufficient to meet 
the €3½  billion of principal and interest payments 
due this month, but will not cover the additional 
€28  billion needed for such payments over the 
remainder of 2015.

In contrast to when Greek debt concerns were 
last prominent in 2010–12, there has so far been 
little effect on bonds issued by other euro area 
governments. Spreads on government bonds issued 
by Italy and Spain, in particular, continued to narrow 
in anticipation of the ECB’s January decision to 
purchase these securities.

Yields on local currency bonds issued by emerging 
market governments have tended to decline over 
recent months, in line with those on US Treasuries. 
Yields have fallen in several countries where 
monetary policy has been eased, such as in India, 
Korea, China and Turkey, with the fall in Turkish yields 
particularly pronounced due to expectations that the 
decline in oil prices will reduce its current account 
deficit (Graph  2.11). The key exception has been 
yields on Russian bonds, which have risen by more 
than 350 basis points since September in response 
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purchases of Australian dollar-denominated bonds 
amounted to around ¥1½ trillion (A$15 billion) over 
this time. 

Spreads on bonds issued by the Greek Government 
(over German Bunds) have widened markedly of late, 
to be more than 450 basis points higher since mid 
September, with the move particularly pronounced 
in December (Graph 2.10). The widening of spreads 
reflected mounting concerns about the potential for 
a default or restructuring of government debt by the 
newly elected SYRIZA party, which had signalled its 
intention to seek both a writedown of government 
debt and a moratorium on repayments, while also 
raising pension rates and the minimum wage by 
40  per cent. Any rescheduling of debt repayments 
would need to be negotiated with European 
governments, who hold around two-thirds of Greek 
debt, mainly via the European Financial Stability 
Facility (EFSF). However, near-term repayments are to 
the International Monetary Fund and bondholders, 
since debt owed to the EFSF has very long maturities 
and no upcoming repayments.

Concerns about the possibility that the government 
will default on outstanding debt have seen 
foreigners refrain from buying bills recently issued by 
the government. The Greek Government currently 
has around €1–2 billion of cash on hand, and is due 
to receive a €2 billion instalment from the EFSF this 
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In contrast, spreads on investment grade bonds 
issued by European corporations, including financials, 
have been broadly stable over recent months. This, 
along with the marked fall in sovereign bond yields, 
has seen yields on medium-term bonds issued by 
some highly rated corporations trade with negative 
yields. Spreads on European non-investment grade 
bonds, however, have widened considerably since 
mid 2014, reflecting an expected increase in defaults 
as the European economy has weakened rather than 
concerns about oil producers’ debt-servicing ability.

Gross bond issuance by advanced economy 
corporations increased modestly in 2014 

Graph 2.12
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to the depreciation of the rouble and associated 
tightening of monetary policy. Yields on US dollar-
denominated Ukrainian government bonds have 
also risen sharply as it became increasingly clear 
that the government will require additional fiscal 
support. Yields on US dollar bonds issued by some 
oil-exporting nations perceived to be vulnerable to 
default – such as Venezuela and Nigeria – have also 
increased sharply.

Credit Markets
Spreads on bonds issued by US corporations 
have widened since the middle of last year, with a 
particularly large increase for non-investment grade 
bonds (Graph  2.12). Spreads on these bonds have 
increased by more than 200 basis points since late 
June, with around two-thirds of this attributable 
to a 400  basis point rise in spreads on energy and 
related bonds; much of the remainder followed 
midyear comments by Federal Reserve Chair Yellen 
that spreads on such bonds appeared unduly 
narrow (Graph  2.13). Around half of the 50 basis 
point widening in spreads on US investment grade 
bonds is also due to securities issued by energy 
producers, while spreads on financial bonds have 
widened only modestly. Despite these moves, yields 
on investment grade bonds remain well below their 
historical average, while non-investment grade 
bonds are back around historical norms.
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(Graph 2.14). In the United States and euro area, the 
increase over 2014 came despite issuance by non-
investment grade corporations slowing noticeably 
over the second half, alongside the widening in 
spreads on such bonds. Net bond issuance by US 
corporations was little changed in 2014, while net 
issuance by European corporations was less negative 
than in 2013 due to developments in bond issuance 
by corporations in the periphery economies. Both 
gross and net bond issuance by corporations in 
emerging markets was sharply higher in 2014, driven 
by new bond financing by Chinese corporations.

other advanced economies have generally been 
little changed, alongside an increase in volatility 
to historically average levels, with concerns about 
global growth, the possibility of a Greek debt default 
and, particularly for the United States, falling oil 
prices weighing on markets. The latter has seen the 
share prices of energy companies – which account 
for around 8 per cent of the S&P 500 – fall by more 
than 20  per cent since mid last year, more than 
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Table 2.2: Changes in International 
Share Prices

Per cent

Over 
2014

Year to 
date

United States – S&P 500 11 0

Euro area – STOXX 2 9

United Kingdom – FTSE –3 4

Japan – Nikkei 7 1

Canada – TSE 300 7 2

Australia – ASX 200 1  7

China – MSCI All China 28 0

MSCI indices

– Emerging Asia 5 3

– Latin America  –4 –2

– Emerging Europe  –8 7

– World 7 1
Source: Bloomberg

Equities
Equity markets in advanced economies generally 
posted modest returns in 2014 (Graph 2.15; Table 2.2). 
Markets in the United States and Japan outperformed 
others, rising by 11 and 7  per cent, respectively, 
with much of this underpinned by higher company 
earnings. In contrast, European share prices rose only 
slightly, as earnings were little changed and banking 
stocks fell due to concerns about possible exposures 
to Greek and Russian debt. Advanced economy share 
prices have, overall, subsequently increased slightly 
in 2015. European share prices have outperformed 
amid the announcement by the ECB of its sovereign 
bond purchase program, notwithstanding a sharp 
fall in Greek share prices over January as banking 
stocks fell by almost 40  per cent. Share prices in 
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outweighing a modest rise in the prices of transport 
and consumer discretionary stocks that should 
benefit from lower oil prices. Swiss equity prices 
have also fallen sharply since the SNB’s decision to 
abandon its exchange rate cap, with prices down by 
9 per cent on the day.

Aggregate profits for the six largest US banks fell by 
around 6 per cent in 2014, reflecting US$43 billion 
of fines imposed during the year and a decline 
in underlying profits in the December quarter, 
compared with both the prior quarter and a year 
earlier. The fall in December quarter underlying 
profits was driven by a fairly broad-based decline in 
revenue from trading activity. The largest US banks 
all reported supplementary leverage ratios that 
meet the 5 per cent requirement that will take effect 
in 2018. 

Share prices in a number of emerging markets 
increased strongly over 2014, with prices rising by 
around 30 per cent in India, China and Turkey, and 
by around 20 per cent in a number of other Asian 
economies (Graph  2.16). However, share prices in 
several emerging markets have fallen since late 
November. The recent declines have been most 
pronounced in oil-producing nations such as Brazil, 
Malaysia and Mexico.

The rise in Chinese equities over 2014 was 
underpinned by a sharp rise in stocks listed on 
mainland exchanges, which have increased by 
almost 60  per cent since mid July. This rally has 
been underpinned by increased participation of 
retail investors and associated with a large rise in 
leverage, despite some softening in economic 
growth (see ‘International Economic Developments’ 
chapter). Furthermore, the rise in mainland stock 
prices (A shares) has not been matched by increased 
prices for the same companies’ Hong Kong-listed 
stock (H shares), with the former now trading more 
than 20 per cent higher than the latter on average 
(Graph  2.17). The rise in prices has seen the price-
earnings ratios for Chinese stocks increase toward 
historical norms.
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Trading links between Hong Kong and the mainland 
were strengthened in November with the opening 
of the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect. This 
scheme allows foreign investors to purchase 
Shanghai A shares and institutional and wealthy 
Chinese investors to buy shares listed in Hong 
Kong, subject to both daily caps on purchases and 
a quota on overall holdings. Foreign investors have 
used around 30 per cent of the ‘northbound’ quota 
to date and current trends suggest it will be fully 
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used by July, but Chinese investors have shown little 
interest in increasing their exposure to stocks listed 
in Hong Kong.

Hedge Funds
Global hedge funds recorded an asset-weighted 
return on investments of around 5  per cent over 
2014, underperforming the total return from a 
balanced portfolio of global bonds and equities. 
Hedge funds focused on Russia and eastern Europe 
weighed on overall performance, while macro funds, 
which trade according to views on broad economic 
developments, outperformed other categories. 
Data on the performance of hedge funds in January 
are as yet unavailable, but a number of funds are 
known to have suffered considerable losses from the 
sharp appreciation of the Swiss franc. Hedge funds 
continue to receive net investor inflows, despite 
decisions by some large institutional investors over 
recent months to reduce their allocation to or cease 
investing in such funds (Graph 2.18).
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Foreign Exchange
The increasingly divergent paths for monetary policy 
in the United States and other major advanced 
economies have led to some sizeable movements 
in exchange rates over recent months, with the 
sharp declines in global oil prices also contributing. 

Accordingly, volatility in the main developed market 
currency pairs has continued to increase from the 
very low levels reached in mid 2014 (Graph 2.19).

The Swiss franc has appreciated by 14 per cent against 
the euro (and by 10 per cent against the US dollar) 
since the SNB surprised markets by ceasing its 
minimum exchange rate policy for the euro against 
the Swiss franc in mid January (Graph  2.20). The 
decision occurred alongside a reduction in the interest 
rate on sight deposit balances (discussed above). 

The decision to abandon the policy – which had 
imposed a ceiling of 1.20  francs  per  euro since 
September  2011 – led to significant volatility and 
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illiquid trading conditions for the franc, which 
appreciated by as much as 40  per cent against 
the euro on an intraday basis shortly after the 
announcement (Graph 2.21). The disorderly market 
conditions saw a number of retail foreign exchange 
trading firms sustain losses which, in some cases, has 
resulted in insolvencies. Many of the affected retail 
brokers had agreements in place to automatically 
close out their clients’ positions at a pre-specified level 
of the exchange rate and/or as soon as their clients’ 
margins had been eroded. However, the withdrawal 
of liquidity meant that some retail brokers were 
unable to execute these trades at – or even close to 
– the price needed to avoid losses. The losses were 
magnified by the high degree of leverage typically 
offered by these retail firms to their clients. 

the euro was ‘no longer justified’. Nevertheless, the 
SNB has stated that it will ‘remain active’ in the foreign 
exchange market to influence monetary conditions 
if necessary. Preliminary data suggest that the SNB 
has intervened in the foreign exchange market since 
the announcement.

The euro has depreciated further over recent months, 
to be 10  per cent lower on a trade-weighted basis 
and 18  per cent lower against the US  dollar since 
early May 2014 (Graph 2.22). The depreciation has 
primarily reflected growing market expectations – 
subsequently realised – that the ECB would introduce 
additional monetary stimulus at its January meeting 
(discussed above). The euro is currently around its 
lowest level against the US  dollar since late 2003 
and on a real trade-weighted basis is a little below its 
average since the introduction of the single currency 
in 1999.
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Prior to the announcement, the franc had been 
trading very close to its ceiling against the euro, 
with growing market expectations that the ECB 
would introduce further monetary stimulus and 
safe-haven demand related to ongoing geopolitical 
tensions in Russia creating appreciation pressure. 
In response, the SNB began purchasing additional 
foreign currency reserves in December in an effort to 
preserve the exchange rate ceiling, before ultimately 
concluding that the increasing ‘divergences between 
the monetary policies of the major currency areas’ 
meant that maintaining the franc’s ceiling against 

The US  dollar has continued to appreciate against 
most other currencies over recent months, to be 
11  per cent higher on a trade-weighted basis since 
mid 2014 and around 20  per cent higher than its 
trough in July 2011 (Table  2.3). Notwithstanding 
its recent appreciation – and higher inflation in the 
United States relative to a number of its trading 
partners – the US dollar remains a little below its 
longer-term average on a real trade-weighted basis 
(Graph 2.23).
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Graph 2.23
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Table 2.3: Changes in the US Dollar 
against Selected Currencies

Per cent

Over 
2014

Since end 
2014

Russian rouble 76 17
Canadian dollar 9 8
European euro 14 6
Swedish krona 21 6
New Zealand dollar 5 5
Australian dollar 9 5
Brazilian real 12 4
Malaysian ringgit 7 2
UK pound sterling 6 2
Indonesian rupiah 2 2
Singapore dollar 5 2
Norwegian krone 23 2
Chinese renminbi 2 1
Mexican peso 13 0
South Korean won 4 –1
Thai baht 1 –1
South African rand 10 –1
Japanese yen 14 –2
Indian rupee 2 –2
Swiss franc 11 –7
TWI 9 1
Sources:  Bloomberg; Board of Governors of the  

Federal Reserve System

The Japanese yen has depreciated by 3 per cent on 
a trade-weighted basis and by 7 per cent against the 
US dollar since late October, when the Bank of Japan 
unexpectedly increased its monthly asset purchases. 
In real trade-weighted terms, the yen is around 
25 per cent below its average over the past 20 years. A 
number of other developed market currencies have 
also experienced sizeable depreciations against the 
US dollar over recent months. In particular, the sharp 
declines in global oil prices have contributed to the 
Canadian dollar and Norwegian krone depreciating 
by 15 and 20 per cent, respectively, since late June 
(Graph 2.24).

The Chinese renminbi (RMB) has depreciated by 
around 2  per cent against the US  dollar since late 
October, returning to the bottom of its +/–2 per cent 
trading band against the US  dollar. More broadly, 
over the past year the RMB has exhibited greater 
two-way variation around its daily fixing rate against 
the US  dollar, with the daily fixing rate remaining 
broadly unchanged since early 2014. On a nominal 
trade-weighted basis, the RMB has continued to 
appreciate over recent months to be around 7 per 
cent higher since the end of 2013, primarily reflecting 
appreciation against the Japanese yen and the euro 
(Graph 2.25).
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official RMB clearing arrangements in Canada, 
Malaysia, Switzerland and Thailand. In addition, 
Canada and Switzerland were both granted RQFII 
quotas of RMB 50 billion, and the PBC signed (new or 
renewed) bilateral local currency swap agreements 
with the Bank of Canada and the Bank of Thailand.

Most other Asian and emerging market currencies 
have depreciated further against the US  dollar 
over recent months, continuing a trend that has 
been evident since mid 2014. The depreciations 
have tended to be more pronounced for Eastern 
European currencies, as well as for those of oil and 
other commodity exporters in Latin America and 
Asia (Graph 2.27). Volatility in emerging market 
currencies has generally increased, though remains 
around its post-2009 average.

The Russian rouble has depreciated by more than 
40  per cent against the US  dollar since the end 
of September, with the depreciation pressure 
particularly acute in early December (Graph 2.28). 
The main drivers of the depreciation have been 
the sharp declines in global oil prices and ongoing 
geopolitical tensions, with the latter related to 
sanctions which have limited Russian firms’ access 
to international capital markets. In addition to the 
750 basis point increase in its policy rate in December 
(which was partly unwound in January; discussed 
above) the Russian central bank has taken a number 
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The stock of Chinese foreign currency reserves 
decreased by US$45 billion (or around 1  per cent) 
over the December quarter, to be US$150 billion 
(around 4 per cent) lower than its peak at the end of 
June 2014. The decline in reserves over the second 
half of 2014 appears to have been due both to 
foreign exchange valuation effects and to sales of 
foreign currency by the PBC in the December quarter 
(Graph 2.26). The PBC’s modest net sales of foreign 
currency over the latter half of 2014 indicate that net 
private capital outflows from China broadly offset 
China’s current account surplus over this period.

The Chinese authorities have continued to take 
steps towards internationalising the RMB. In 
November, the Reserve Bank signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MoU) with the PBC to establish 
official RMB clearing arrangements in Australia. 
The arrangements are designed to facilitate RMB-
denominated payments between Australian and 
Chinese entities by providing local banks with 
more direct access to China’s domestic payments 
system than was previously available. The Chinese 
authorities also granted Australia an RMB 50 billion 
quota under the RMB Qualified Foreign Institutional 
Investor (RQFII) program, which allows approved 
Australian-domiciled financial institutions to invest 
in China’s domestic bond and equity markets using 
RMB. The PBC also recently signed MoUs to establish 
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end of September – and by 30  per cent since the 
end of 2013 – to US$317  billion (or 16  per cent of 
GDP). However, Russia’s gross reserves include up to 
US$170 billion worth of assets that are managed on 
behalf of Russia’s two sovereign wealth funds, rather 
than by the central bank itself. Nevertheless, Russian 
authorities have announced that they will make a 
portion of the foreign exchange in these sovereign 
wealth funds available to the market via the central 
bank over coming months.

Other Eastern European currencies, including the 
Polish zloty and Hungarian forint, have depreciated 
by 9–10 per cent against the US dollar since the end 
of September, but have been little changed against 
the euro. The zloty and some other Eastern European 
currencies depreciated further against the US dollar 
following the SNB’s decision to remove the Swiss 
franc’s ceiling against the euro, amid some concerns 
about their banking sectors’ exposures to Swiss 
franc-denominated mortgages. 

The declines in global oil prices have continued to 
weigh on the currencies of oil exporters, with the 
Malaysian ringgit and Mexican peso depreciating by 
11–12 per cent against the US dollar since mid 2014. 
In response to increased foreign exchange market 
volatility, the Mexican central bank reintroduced 
a foreign exchange market intervention program. 
Broader declines in commodity prices have also 
contributed to ongoing depreciation of the Brazilian 
real, which is almost 20  per cent lower against the 
US dollar since mid 2014. 

More broadly, the gross foreign currency reserves of 
most Asian and other emerging market economies 
have declined modestly or been little changed since 
the end of September, with a few notable exceptions 
(Table 2.4). Aside from Russia, these include Ukraine 
– where reserve holdings were used to meet 
interest payments on government-guaranteed debt 
securities and to pay for natural gas imports – and 
Argentina, where gross reserve holdings increased 
largely as a result of the acquisition of foreign 
currency under an FX swap agreement with China.
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of steps to counter the depreciation pressure. These 
include: sales of a further US$10  billion worth of 
its foreign currency reserves in early December 
(taking cumulative foreign currency sales in 2014 
to US$88 billion); an increase in the frequency and 
size of foreign exchange repo auctions; and the 
introduction of a foreign currency loan facility for 
Russian financial institutions. The Russian central 
bank also sold US$3 billion worth of foreign exchange 
on behalf of the Russian Treasury in January.

Russia’s gross foreign currency reserves have 
declined by 20  per cent (US$80 billion) since the 
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Australian Dollar
Since the previous Statement, the Australian dollar 
has depreciated by 7 per cent on a trade-weighted 
basis and by 9  per cent against the US dollar 
(Graph  2.29; Table  2.5). In addition to the broad-
based appreciation of the US  dollar and further 
declines in key commodity prices, changes in market 

Table 2.4: Gross Foreign Currency Reserves(a)

Percentage change since: Level

End  
December 2013

End  
September 2014

US$ equivalent  
(billions)

China 1 –1 3 843

Taiwan(b) 1 0 419

Brazil 4 0 363

South Korea 5 –1 352

Russia –30 –20 317

Hong Kong 4 0 316

India 11 3 298

Mexico 9 2 184

Thailand –6 –3 148

Turkey 0 –1 109

Indonesia 14 1 106

Malaysia –18 –14 100

Argentina 3 15 26

Ukraine –65 –55 7
(a)  Data to end December for China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Mexico, Taiwan, Thailand and Ukraine; to 15 January for Malaysia;  

to 23 January for India, Russia and Turkey; to end January for South Korea; and to 3 February for Argentina and Brazil
(b)  Foreign exchange reserves (includes foreign currency and other reserve assets)
Sources: Bloomberg; CEIC Data; IMF; RBA
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Table 2.5: Changes in the Australian 
Dollar against Selected Currencies

Per cent

Over  
2014

Since  
end 2014

Canadian dollar 0 3
European euro 4 1
New Zealand dollar –4 0
Malaysian ringgit –2 –2
UK pound sterling –3 –2
Indonesian rupiah –7 –3
Singapore dollar –4 –3
Chinese renminbi –6 –4
US dollar –8 –5
South Korean won –5 –5
Thai baht –8 –6
South African rand 1 –6
Japanese yen 4 –7
Indian rupee –6 –7
Swiss franc 2 –12
TWI –3 –5
Sources: Bloomberg; RBA
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participants’ expectations for the domestic cash 
rate also contributed to the depreciation (see the 
‘Domestic Financial Markets’ chapter). On a trade-
weighted basis, the Australian dollar is around 5 per 
cent below its early 2014 levels notwithstanding 
significant falls in commodity prices since then. Over 
2014, depreciations against the US dollar and RMB 
were partly offset by appreciations against the yen 
and euro.

Capital Flows
Net capital inflows to the Australian economy 
increased to 3.6 per cent of GDP in the September 
quarter, with net inflows directed primarily to the 
public sector. There was also a small net inflow to the 
private sector as a whole, with sizeable net inflows to 
the private non-financial sector offsetting continued 
net outflows from the financial sector (Graph 2.30).

The net inflow to the public sector in the September 
quarter was largely the result of continued foreign 
purchases of Commonwealth Government 
securities (CGS). However, the rate of CGS issuance 
outpaced foreign purchases such that the foreign 
ownership share of CGS declined by 2  percentage 
points over the quarter to 66  per cent. In contrast, 
there was a small net outflow from the state and 
local government sector, which saw the foreign 
ownership share of state government securities 
decline by a further 1  percentage point over the 
quarter to 27 per cent. 

In the September quarter the net inflow to the 
private non-financial sector was primarily due to an 
increase in foreign investment in the mining sector. 
In contrast, there was a continued net outflow from 
the private financial sector, largely reflecting net debt 
outflows from the banking sector. There was also a 
net capital outflow from the ‘other financials’ sector 
(which includes superannuation and other types of 
investment funds) albeit noticeably smaller than in 
previous quarters as Australian funds reduced their 
net purchases of foreign assets in the quarter.

Notwithstanding the increase in net capital inflows, 
Australia’s (seasonally adjusted) net income deficit 
narrowed further in the September quarter to 2 per 
cent of GDP – its lowest share of GDP since 1984 
(Graph 2.31). The narrowing of the net income deficit 
was driven by portfolio equity income flows, which 
recorded a rare net inflow. This, in turn, reflected the 
fact that the income received on Australia’s portfolio 
equity assets rose to exceed the income paid on 
Australia’s portfolio equity liabilities.  R
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Box B

The Decline in Bond Yields and  
Inflation Expectations 

Yields on bonds issued by governments of developed 
economies have declined significantly over recent 
months across the whole yield curve. As a result, 
securities issued by a number of governments – 
among them Japan, most core euro area economies, 
as well as Sweden and Switzerland – have recently 
traded at negative yields for maturities up to five 
years (Graph  B1). In total, around US$7.6  trillion, or 
almost one-quarter of developed markets’ sovereign 
debt, has recently traded with yields at or below 
zero. This includes almost half of Japanese sovereign 
debt and about two-thirds of German sovereign 
debt (Graph B2).

While the magnitude of these falls in sovereign 
bond yields is difficult to explain, the declines reflect 
developments in both supply and demand for such 
securities. On the supply side, government debt 
issuance in major economies (with the exception 
of Japan) has decreased over recent years as budget 
deficits have narrowed. For example, the German 
Government plans to issue only €26  billion of new 
debt in 2015, compared with €50 billion five years ago, 
while the supply of new US Treasury paper is expected 
to be less than half what it was five years earlier.

On the demand side, yields over shorter maturities 
are heavily influenced by expectations for central 
bank policy, and European yields have declined as 
the European Central Bank (ECB) has lowered its 
policy rate to zero. Yields on medium-term bonds 
in Europe and other economies have also been 
depressed by growing expectations that policy rates 
in these economies will remain close to zero for an 
extended period. 

At longer maturities, demand for sovereign bonds 
has increased due to direct purchases of such bonds 
by the Bank of Japan and US Federal Reserve, and 

expectations of such actions by the ECB. Partly 
reflecting this, term premiums – the compensation 
that investors receive for holding long-maturity 
bonds, rather than holding a series of equivalent short-
maturity securities – have declined to around zero. 
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These influences have also depressed yields on 
inflation-linked bonds, which have turned negative 
in most developed economies. However, the 
declines in yields on nominal bonds have been 
larger, particularly in the United States and euro 
area. Accordingly, the compensation that owners of 
nominal bonds receive for inflation has fallen sharply 
since mid 2014. This is even true when considering 
long-term measures of inflation compensation, such 
as those calculated for a five-year period beginning 
five years from today (Graph  B3). Indeed, the 
compensation that owners of long-term bonds now 
receive for inflation is lower than the relevant central 
banks’ inflation target in some cases.1 These falls in 
long-term inflation compensation have coincided 
with a sharp fall in the price of oil and a number of 
other commodities over the second half of last year, 
although this appears to explain only some of the 
recent falls in inflation compensation.  

1 In the United States, inflation-linked bonds reference the consumer 
price index (CPI), which tends to grow by around half a percentage 
point faster than the personal consumption expenditure deflator 
that the Fed uses for its 2 per cent inflation target. In the United 
Kingdom, swaps reference the retail price index, which the Bank of 
England forecasts to grow around 1¼ per cent per annum faster than 
the CPI, the measure for its 2 per cent inflation target.

Inflation compensation is commonly used as a 
measure of inflation expectations. However, the fall in 
inflation compensation is at odds with survey-based 
measures of long-term inflation expectations for the 
United States, euro area and the United Kingdom, 
based on responses from market participants as well 
as economists and households, which have been 
relatively stable (Graph B4).2 A possible reconciliation 
comes from the fact that measures of inflation 
compensation derived from bond markets reflect 
both expectations of future inflation and a premium 
to compensate investors for the risk that realised 
inflation may deviate from these expectations. 
Given this, it is possible that the fall in inflation 
compensation implied by bond yields largely reflects 
a fall in the premium investors demand for exposing 
themselves to any given level of inflation risk, rather 
than a fall in these investors’ central expectation 
for inflation. Unfortunately, it is not possible to 
accurately disentangle these two components with 
available data and so it is not entirely clear why bond 
yields have fallen to the extent they have.  R

2 Inflation expectations in Japan have been rising, though measures of 
inflation compensation have still declined recently.
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Graph 3.1

Graph 3.2

3.  Domestic Economic  
Conditions

The Australian economy has grown at around 2½ per 
cent on average in the past two years (Graph  3.1). 
Declining mining investment has continued to 
weigh on activity, though growth of mining activity 
overall has remained firm, supported by an increase 
in resource exports. Over the past year, non-mining 
activity has picked up slightly (Graph 3.2). Dwelling 
investment has strengthened relative to a year ago, 
supported by low interest rates and rising housing 
prices, and consumption growth has picked up from 
its lows in 2013, although it remains below average 
(Table  3.1). While non-mining business investment 
remains subdued, conditions are in place to support 
growth.

Growth of economic activity appears to have been 
a bit below average in the second half of 2014. A 
range of indicators suggest that consumer spending 
increased at a moderate pace in the December 
quarter, while indicators of dwelling investment 
remain at high levels. Mining investment is expected 
to have declined further, while exports continued 
to expand. Survey measures suggest that business 
conditions and capacity utilisation have remained 
around average. The decline in commodity prices 
will have reduced resource sector profits and growth 
of labour income is likely to have remained weak.

A number of indicators suggest that conditions 
remained soft in the labour market, consistent with 
a continuation of below-trend growth in economic 
activity. Although employment growth picked up, 
spare capacity continued to increase over 2014. 
In particular, the unemployment rate increased 
gradually, continuing its trend of the past few years. 
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Leading indicators of labour demand have picked up 
a little since late 2013, but still point to only modest 
employment growth over coming quarters.
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This is not surprising given the sizeable increases 
in housing prices, which have helped to boost 
wealth. Indeed, consumption growth has been 
fastest in New South Wales and Victoria, which 
have experienced the strongest housing markets 
and, relatedly, have had less direct exposure to 
the contraction in mining investment that has 
dampened growth in Queensland and Western 
Australia (Graph 3.4).

Recent indicators suggest that growth of household 
consumption may have picked up a little in the 
December quarter (Graph 3.5). Retail sales volumes 
increased by 1.5 per cent in the quarter, supported 
by discretionary spending on items such as durable 
goods. Liaison with retailers suggests that sales 
growth continued around this pace in January. 
The recent declines in oil prices are likely to have 
had a positive effect on consumption growth 
in the December quarter (through higher real 
household incomes); the bulk of the effect on fuel 
prices, however, is expected to occur in the March 
quarter (see ‘Box C: The Effects of the Fall in Oil 
Prices’). Motor vehicle sales have been little changed 
recently, although they are at high levels. Measures 
of consumer sentiment are at or below average 
levels, and consumers’ unemployment expectations 
remain elevated.

Table 3.1: Demand and Output Growth
Per cent

September  
quarter 2014

June  
quarter 2014

Year to September 
quarter 2014

GDP 0.3 0.5 2.7

Consumption 0.5 0.8 2.5

Dwelling investment –0.9 1.0 6.8

Mining investment(a) –5.0 1.5 –15.2

Non-mining investment(a) 2.2 –0.8 2.1

Public demand –1.2 0.8 0.9

Exports 2.8 –1.5 7.1

Imports –0.9 2.4 –0.8

Nominal GDP –0.1 0.3 2.7

Real gross domestic income –0.4 –0.3 0.8
(a) RBA estimates
Sources: ABS; RBA

Household Sector
Household consumption growth has picked up from 
its lows in early 2013, but remains below its long-run 
average pace (Graph  3.3). Slow growth of labour 
income has constrained growth of consumption, 
which remains moderate despite the effect of very 
low interest rates.

Nevertheless, consumption has been growing faster 
than household incomes, with the saving ratio 
declining gradually over the past couple of years. 

Graph 3.3
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The pace of national housing price growth slowed 
noticeably in early 2014 but, looking through the 
volatility, appears to have changed little since then. 
Notwithstanding this, growth of housing prices 
remained strong over recent months, particularly 
in Melbourne and Sydney (Graph  3.6). At around 
8 per cent, housing price growth remains well above 
the growth rate of household incomes. Survey 
measures of housing price expectations declined in 
the December quarter and remain below the levels 
reached in late 2013. Most non-price indicators of 
housing market activity remain consistent with 
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strong conditions in the established market, which 
should provide further support to consumption in 
the near term (Graph 3.7).

The nationwide rental vacancy rate has been 
gradually drifting up since the mid 2000s. 
Accordingly, rental price inflation has slowed, which, 
combined with strong housing price growth, has 
resulted in rental yields continuing to fall.

Consistent with the strong growth in housing prices, 
low interest rates and above-average population 
growth, there has been considerable growth in 
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mining investment could decline by over 10 per 
cent in 2014/15, although there is considerable 
uncertainty around this estimate and the Bank’s 
liaison information points to an even larger fall 
(Graph 3.10). Mining sector profits fell by 8 per cent 
over the year to the September quarter, with the 
sharp decline in commodity prices partially offset by 
the lower Australian dollar exchange rate and cost-
cutting measures; further declines in commodity 

dwelling investment, which increased by 7 per cent 
over the year to the September quarter. Timely 
leading indicators point to further growth in dwelling 
investment in the December and March quarters. 
Dwelling approvals, particularly those for higher 
density homes, have stayed at a high level recently 
(Graph  3.8). Loan approvals for new dwellings 
increased by 5 per cent over the year to November 
and the number of first home owner grants paid 
for new dwellings has continued to trend higher, 
increasing by 22 per cent over the past year.
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Business Sector
Private business investment overall fell slightly in 
the September quarter and by 5 per cent over the 
year (Graph  3.9). In year-ended terms, a sharp fall 
in mining investment was only partially offset by a 
small increase in non-mining business investment. 
The decline in mining investment since its peak in 
mid 2012 reflects the completion or winding down 
of large-scale iron ore, coal and liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) projects. The decline in mining investment 
is expected to continue over the next few years, as 
current projects are completed and very few new 
mining investment projects are likely to go ahead, 
particularly given the decline in commodity prices. 
The latest estimate derived from the ABS capital 
expenditure (Capex) survey suggests that nominal 
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producing tradable goods and services. This effect 
will be offset to some extent by the higher cost of 
imported inputs. The sharp decline in oil prices 
over the second half of 2014 is likely to provide 
some support to firms that use fuel as an input in 
production or indirectly via the boost it will provide 
to household consumption. The mining sector is 
itself a big user of fuel, which accounts for around 
one-fifth of the costs associated with iron ore and 
coal production and is also a substantial part of the 
cost of transport for bulk commodities. 

External Sector
Export volumes grew strongly over the year to the 
September quarter, driven by resource exports. 
Iron ore export volumes rose by around 25 per 
cent, reflecting expansions to production and 
infrastructure capacity (Graph  3.12). Coking and 
thermal coal exports also rose over the year. Given 
the remaining commitments to expand capacity, 
exports of iron ore and, to a lesser extent, coal are 
expected to continue to increase over the next 
couple of years. Over 2015, LNG exports are expected 
to increase as a number of LNG projects that are 
currently under construction begin production. 

prices since then are likely to continue to reduce 
mining sector profits in the near term. 

There has been a little growth in non-mining 
business investment over recent years and recent 
data suggest that it will remain subdued for a time. 
The latest Capex survey implies that nominal non-
mining investment may increase by around 3  per 
cent in 2014/15. The Capex survey suggests that 
investment will pick up in the rental, hiring & real 
estate, construction and retail trade industries, with 
some offset from a further decline in manufacturing 
and utilities investment. Survey measures of 
business conditions are around long-run average 
levels. The surveys also suggest that capacity 
utilisation is around its long-run average. Meanwhile, 
non-mining profits have increased steadily over the 
year. Given this, and with strong population growth 
and finance readily available at low cost, many of 
the conditions associated with stronger investment 
are in place (Graph  3.11). Even so, non-residential 
building approvals remain at a low level. This is 
consistent with weak underlying conditions in the 
commercial property market, with the national CBD 
office vacancy rate at its highest level since 1997. 

In time, the further exchange rate depreciation seen 
recently is expected to spur business investment via 
additional support to demand for domestic firms 

Graph 3.11
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Services exports grew by 4 per cent over the year 
to the September quarter. This was led by growth in 
both education and tourism exports. Manufactured 
export volumes have been little changed over 
the past four years and are well below their level 
in mid 2008 (Graph  3.13). The depreciation of the 
exchange rate since mid 2014 should provide a 
boost to services and manufactured export volumes. 
While manufacturing exports have not responded 
(to date) as much to exchange rate movements as 
might be expected based on historical experience, 
there is tentative evidence that service exports are 
benefiting from the lower exchange rate.

decrease in crop production, reflecting drier-than-
average seasonal conditions over winter and spring 
in 2014, which reduced the winter crop production 
and created unfavourable planting conditions for 
the summer crop (Graph 3.14). Livestock production 
is expected to increase slightly in 2014/15.

Import volumes have declined a little over the 
year to the September quarter, reflecting a sharp 
fall in mining investment and the exchange rate 
depreciation, which has made imports relatively 
more expensive. Much of the decline in imports 
owes to capital goods, which have fallen sharply over 
the year, while imports of consumption goods have 
grown modestly.  

Farm Sector
The Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource 
Economics and Sciences latest forecast is for farm 
production to fall by 6 per cent in 2014/15, which 
would more than unwind the increase in production 
in 2013/14. The fall is expected to be driven by a 

Government Sector
The Australian Government’s Mid-Year Economic 
and Fiscal Outlook, together with recent state 
budget updates, suggest there will be ongoing 
fiscal consolidation over coming years (Graph 3.15). 
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employed would like to work more hours. The rise 
in unemployment has largely been accounted for 
by the medium-term unemployed (those who have 
been unemployed for between 4 and 52 weeks), 
though the number of those unemployed for a long 
term (i.e. more than a year) has also increased.

Other labour market indicators also suggest that 
conditions remain subdued. As a share of the 
labour force, the number of people collecting 
unemployment benefits remains elevated after 
having increased over the preceding three years, 
although the jobseeker rate – which captures 
unemployment benefit recipients subject to a job 

However, the sharp falls in commodity prices and 
weaker growth of incomes have lowered revenue 
projections compared with those made in mid 
2014, while governments have generally chosen to 
maintain existing expenditure plans. Consequently, 
the consolidated budget deficit in 2014/15 is 
now expected to be around 3  per  cent of GDP, 
½  percentage point higher than was previously 
expected, and the consolidated budget is not 
expected to return to surplus before 2018.

Labour Market
A number of indicators suggest that, while 
employment growth has picked up over the past 
year, spare capacity in the labour market increased  
further over that period, consistent with below-
trend growth in the economy. Looking through 
the variation from month to month, there has been 
a continuation of the gradual upward trend of the 
unemployment rate, which has risen on average by 
0.1  percentage  points each quarter over the past 
two and half years (Graph 3.16). The total number of 
hours worked per month is little changed from its 
level in late 2011 (Graph 3.17). Nevertheless, growth 
in employment appears to have strengthened a 
little, with the number of people employed 1.4 per 
cent higher over the year to the December quarter. 
In addition, the participation rate appears to have 
stabilised somewhat through 2014, after declining 
over the preceding few years. 

Spare capacity in the labour market is evident in a 
broad range of measures. The unemployment rate 
was 6.1 per cent in December, around its highest 
level since the early 2000s, and above the rate that 
statistical estimates suggest would be consistent 
with stable domestic inflationary pressures.1 At the 
same time, both the participation rate and average 
hours worked remain lower than a few years ago. 
Underemployment rates have also risen, suggesting 
that a greater proportion of those who are 

1 More detail is contained in Ballantyne A, D De Voss and D Jacobs 
(2014), ‘Unemployment and Spare Capacity in the Labour Market,’  
RBA Bulletin, September, pp 7–20.
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sector. Over the course of 2014, a large portion of 
employment growth was in household-focused 
industries, such as education, accommodation 
& food services, and retail trade (Graph  3.20). 
Also, declines in construction employment in the 
resources sector appear to have been more than 
offset by increases in other forms of construction 
employment, including in residential construction. 
Accordingly, overall construction employment 
rose over the course of 2014, with much of this 
concentrated in New South Wales. Business services 

Graph 3.18
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search requirement – has been stable since mid 
2013 (Graph  3.18). In addition, the Bank’s liaison 
suggests that firms generally face little difficulty in 
finding suitable labour.

Consistent with this evidence of spare capacity, the 
cyclically sensitive components of unemployment 
were elevated over the past year. Youth 
unemployment, which tends to be particularly 
sensitive to the business cycle, has increased notably; 
270 000 people aged between 15 and 24 years are 
now unemployed, 20 000 more than a year ago. 
Much of the increase in youth unemployment over 
the past few years, and in 2014 in particular, has been 
accounted for by those in full-time education who 
are searching for work (Graph 3.19). More generally, 
a higher incidence of full-time education has 
accompanied the reduction in the size of the youth 
labour force. However, there is also evidence that 
it is becoming harder to find a job on completion 
of tertiary education. As a result, a rising portion of 
young jobseekers are yet to find their first job and 
the average duration of unemployment among 
20 to 24 year olds has increased.

Across industries, recent employment outcomes 
have reflected the changing composition of 
economic activity away from the resources 
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Graph 3.21
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employment has remained little changed in recent 
quarters after recovering noticeably over the first 
half of 2014. In contrast, employment has declined 
in mining, manufacturing and public administration. 
Recent trends in aggregate labour market outcomes 
have been observed in most states.  

A number of forward-looking indicators of labour 
demand, such as job advertisements, vacancies 
and business survey measures of hiring intentions 
picked  up a little throughout 2014 (Graph  3.21). 
However, they remain at fairly low levels and 
currently suggest only modest employment growth 
in the coming quarters.  R
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Box C

The Effects of the Fall in Oil Prices

Oil prices have fallen significantly over the past 
six months. Since the August Statement, the Brent 
crude oil price has fallen by more than 50 per cent 
to be a bit above US$50 per barrel (Graph  C1). 
The price decline largely reflects the strength of 
supply, most notably an increase in the production 
of ‘unconventional’ oil from the United States 
and Canada and resilient supply from OPEC. 
More recently, some softening in the outlook for 
growth of global demand for oil is also likely to 
have contributed. The decline in price has been 
a little less in Australian dollar terms given that 
the Australian dollar has depreciated against the 
US dollar over the period. Prices of other energy 
commodities have also declined significantly. In the 
case of thermal coal, the decline in prices preceded 
that of oil and has mainly been the result of rapidly 
rising coal production over recent years; for other 
energy commodities, such as liquefied natural gas 
(LNG), prices have been moving in response to the 
oil price.

Impact on the Global Economy
A fall in the oil price as a result of an increase in oil 
supply is expected to increase global growth overall, 
as would be expected for any positive supply shock. 
Recent estimates from the International Monetary 
Fund suggest that the increase in global growth from 
the recent fall is likely to be substantial.1 However, 
the effects of a decline in the price of oil vary across 
economies, largely as a result of differences in the 
patterns of trade in oil-related products and in the oil 
intensity of production. For net importers of oil, which 
account for a significantly larger share of global GDP 
than net exporters, a falling oil price is expected to 
lead to an increase in the terms of trade, an increase 
in the purchasing power of households and lower 
input costs for businesses.2 For net exporters of oil, the 
terms of trade are likely to decline, although this will 
be offset to a greater or lesser degree by the effects 
on household purchasing power and lower input 
costs for businesses. More generally, to the extent 
that the prices of other energy commodities move 
with oil prices, these effects will depend on whether 
economies are net importers or exporters of energy.

The majority of Australia’s major trading partners are 
likely to benefit substantially from lower oil prices 
because they are net oil (and net energy) importers 
(Table  C1). Lower input costs are likely to boost 
output and lower manufactured export prices in 
many of our trading partners, including China, which 
uses energy relatively intensively in production. 

1 See Arezki R and O Blanchard (2014), ‘Seven Questions about the 
Recent Oil Price Slump’, iMFdirect, 22 December. Available at <http://
blog-imfdirect.imf.org/2014/12/22/seven-questions-about-the-
recent-oil-price-slump/>.

2 In 2010, 75 per cent of the world’s countries were net oil importers, 
and they made up 80 per cent of world GDP.
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Although the oil intensity of production has been 
declining in Australia for many decades (and in most 
other advanced economies), oil is still an important 
input into the production of many goods and 
services, particularly in industries such as mining, 
transportation and some parts of manufacturing; 
lower oil prices will lead to lower costs of production 
in these industries. Oil is also an important part of 
the household sector’s consumption basket. Petrol 
prices have fallen by around 30 per cent since July 
2014, which suggests that most of the price decline 
has been passed through to final prices (given that 
oil accounts for around 50 per cent of the final price 
of fuel). Assuming no change in the quantity of fuel 
consumed, the fall in the price of petrol and other 
automotive fuel is estimated to have increased 
real household disposable income by ¼ per cent 

Impact on the Australian Economy
The decline in oil prices is expected to have a positive 
effect on overall growth of the Australian economy. 
As a net importer of oil, a falling oil price would be 
expected to lead to an increase in Australia’s terms 
of trade and in the purchasing power of national 
income (Table  C2). This is expected to be offset to 
some extent by falling prices for LNG, which are 
linked to the oil price, albeit with a lag. This offsetting 
effect is small in the near term but is expected to grow 
as Australian LNG exports increase in importance. 
The prices for some other energy exports, such as 
thermal coal, do not appear to be moving as closely 
with oil prices as they have in previous episodes, 
suggesting that this potential linkage is not likely to 
lead to a further decline in Australia’s terms of trade. 

Table C1: World Energy Trade Balances and Energy Use(a)

Net Oil  
Imports(b)

Oil intensity  
of GDP(c)

Net Energy 
Imports(d)

Energy  
intensity  

of GDP(d)

Share of oil 
Consumption PPP-weighted

Share of energy 
Consumption PPP-weighted

Per cent
Index, world 

average =100 Per cent
Index, world 

average =100

United States 27 128 15 101

Euro area 91 88 60 69

High-income Asian 
economies(e) 101 133 87 83

Middle-income Asian 
economies(f ) 37 86 –29 79

China 56 70 11 146

India 77 58 28 91

Major trading partners(g) 65 104 33 109

Australia 51 115 –135 100
(a)  The consumption and intensity measures capture oil or energy used as an input into the production of goods and services 

(including fuel used by households); they do not include exports of raw energy materials
(b)  Volume of net imports of crude and refined oil products as a share of petroleum consumption; monthly 2014 data for the  

United States (to November), annual 2012 data for other OECD countries and annual 2010 data otherwise
(c)  2013 data
(d)  2012 data for Australia and the United States, 2011 data otherwise
(e)  Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore and South Korea
(f )  Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand
(g)  Aggregated using Australia’s export shares
Sources: ABS; EIA; IMF; RBA; World Bank
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over the six months to the December quarter, and  
is expected to increase real income by a further  
½ per cent in the March quarter. These effects will 
be partly offset by the loss of income to Australian 
residents from the lower prices received for 
production of energy products. 

Other effects on income and output are likely 
to be small at this stage. The fall in the oil price is 
expected to reduce oil and gas exploration activity, 
although this accounts for less than 2  per cent 
of total investment activity. Recent company 
announcements have also identified the potential 
for sizeable cuts to capital expenditure by oil and gas 
producers, although the spending on large-scale 
LNG projects already underway is likely to continue 
largely as planned. Any effects on the consolidated 
fiscal balance are also likely to be relatively minor 
because the fuel excise is based on the quantity of 
petrol sold rather than its value, and revenue from 
oil and LNG production is currently a small share of 
total revenue. Moreover, this is likely to be offset to 
some extent by revenue from higher profits made by 
businesses that use oil as an input into production. 
The effects on the consolidated fiscal balance, 
however, are expected to be larger in the future as 
LNG production ramps up. 

The main effect on inflation of the decline in the oil 
price will occur through reductions in the price of 
automotive fuel. Automotive fuel’s weight in the CPI 

basket is around 3½  per cent, so the decline in its 
price has reduced headline CPI inflation by around 
¼ percentage point over the six months to the 
December quarter, and is likely to subtract another 
½  percentage point from inflation in the March 
quarter based on current oil prices. 

In addition, changes in oil prices may have an 
indirect effect on a broader range of consumer prices 
through their effects on the cost of production. The 
size and timing of these indirect effects are difficult 
to determine. Input-output tables suggest that oil 
accounts for between 2 and 3 per cent of the prices 
of non-fuel items in the CPI, which implies that the 
indirect effect on the level of the CPI of the recent 
oil price movements could be as large as 1 per cent 
if it was fully passed through to all of these prices. 
In practice, however, movements in oil prices are 
partly absorbed into margins and any pass-through 
tends to occur over a very long period. Working 
in the other direction, the boost to real incomes 
will tend to increase aggregate demand and place 
upward pressure on prices. Partly because of these 
issues, econometric estimates of the effect of oil on 
measures of underlying inflation have been found to 
be quite imprecise.3  R

3 See Norman D and A Richards (2010), ‘Modelling Inflation in Australia’, 
RBA Research Discussion Paper No 2010-03.

Table C2: Australia’s Energy Trade Balance
Per cent of nominal GDP

1990–1999 2000–2009 2010–2013
September  

quarter 2014

Oil exports 0.5 0.9 0.8 0.7

Oil imports 0.8 1.8 2.4 2.6

Net oil position –0.2 –0.9 –1.6 –1.9

Coal exports 1.5 2.2 2.9 2.3

Gas exports 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.1

Net energy position 1.6 1.9 2.2 1.4
Source: ABS
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4.  Domestic Financial  
Markets

Following a reduction in the cash rate target at the 
February Board Meeting, money market rates imply 
that the cash rate is expected to be lowered further 
over the year ahead. Yields on Australian and state 
government bonds have fallen to historic lows. While 
spreads on corporate bonds remain relatively low, 
bond issuance has been subdued, mainly reflecting 
very low issuance by resource companies. Interest 
rates on the stock of housing and business loans 
are continuing to edge down, reflecting both the 
refinancing of existing loans at lower interest rates 
and, more recently, the pass-through of the cash rate 
reduction. Growth in housing lending has continued 
to rise, driven by lending to investors, and lending 
to businesses has picked up over the year. Australian 
equity prices have been affected by weakness in the 
resources sector.

Money Markets and Bond Yields
The Reserve Bank Board reduced the target for 
the cash rate from 2.50 per cent to 2.25 per cent 
at its February meeting. Yields on money market 
instruments indicate expectations of a further 
easing in monetary policy, with rates on overnight 
indexed swaps (OIS) implying that the cash rate 
will be lowered to 2 per cent in the months ahead 
(Graph 4.1).

After rising over most of 2014, rates on bank bills 
and certificates of deposit have declined since the 
previous Statement (Graph 4.2). The earlier widening 
in the spread between 3-month bills and OIS in part 
reflects the introduction of the Liquidity Coverage 
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Ratio (LCR), as well as the increased cost of Australian 
dollars in the forward foreign exchange market, 
and does not reflect rising concerns over the credit 
quality of the Australian banks.1 The LCR generates 
an incentive for banks to issue securities with longer 
maturities, so spreads on bank bills at the longer 
terms have widened following increased issuance of 
these tenors. In addition, the higher cost of Australian 
dollars in the forward foreign exchange market has 
encouraged domestic banks to raise more of their 
short-term funding in the domestic bank bill market. 

Yields on long-term Commonwealth Government 
securities (CGS) have steadily declined over the past 
year, with the yield curve flattening considerably 
(Graph  4.3). Since the previous Statement, 10-year 
yields have fallen by around 80 basis points, following 
the decline in global bond yields and the cut in the 
cash rate, recently reaching an historic low of around 
2.3 per cent (Graph 4.4). Reflecting the rally in global 
bond markets, the spread between 10-year CGS and 
US Treasuries has declined by 35 basis points since 
the previous Statement to be around 60 basis points.

Inflation-linked bond yields have declined by less 
than nominal bond yields, resulting in break-even 
inflation rates falling to their lowest levels since 2009. 
Ten year break-even inflation rates are now around 
2 per cent; inflation swaps (an indicator of inflation 
expectations that is less affected by fluctuations 
in market liquidity than index-linked securities) 
currently imply that inflation over the next 10 years 
will average around 2½ per cent. 

The Australian Office of Financial Management 
(AOFM) announced a revised CGS issuance program 
for the 2014/15 financial year following the Mid-Year 
Economic and Fiscal Outlook (MYEFO). Net issuance 
is projected to be $68 billion over the year, an 
increase of $5 billion compared with the forecast 
in the 2014/15 budget. The total amount of CGS on 
issue is expected to reach almost $370 billion by the 
end of June 2015.

1 For more details, see Debelle G (2014), ‘Liquidity’, Speech at the 
27th  Australasian Finance and Banking Conference, Sydney, 
16 December.

Spreads between debt issued by the state borrowing 
authorities (‘semis’) and CGS have been little changed 
since the previous Statement, and yields on semis are 
around their lowest levels on record (Graph 4.5). New 
South Wales Treasury Corporation issued a small 
one-year RMB-denominated bond, the first issue of 
RMB-denominated government bonds in Australia.

The states have issued $5½  billion of semis since 
the previous Statement which, after taking account 
of maturities, has left the outstanding stock of semis 
largely unchanged. In a continuation of the trend 
towards floating rate issuance, 40  per cent of new 
issuance since the previous Statement has been in 
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the form of floating rate notes (Graph 4.6). The share 
of floating rate notes in the outstanding stock of 
semis is now 10  per cent, significantly higher than 
the 2 per cent share at the end of 2012. This is partly 
in response to the introduction of the LCR, which 
requires banks to hold high-quality liquid assets such 
as semis, and the preference of banks for floating 
rate debt. The weighted average residual maturity 
of semis outstanding has continued to decline, 
consistent with the preference of banks to hold 
shorter-tenor debt.

The states and territories have raised a total of 
$19  billion in term funding since the beginning of 
the 2014/15 financial year, which is around 70  per 

cent of their aggregate target for the financial year 
(Table  4.1). Mid year borrowing updates indicate 
that planned issuance for New South Wales and 
Queensland has been revised down. 

Domestic bond issuance by non-resident entities 
(‘Kangaroo’ issuance) has totalled around $11 billion 
since the previous Statement, taking issuance over 
2014 to its highest level on record. Consistent with 
prior years, around half of all Kangaroo issuance 
in 2014 was raised by banks; sovereigns and 
supranationals accounted for another 40  per cent, 
while the remaining 10  per cent was issued by 
non-bank financials and corporations. The share 
of issuance by non-AAA rated entities increased 
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Table 4.1: Long-term Bond Issuance by the State Treasury Corporations(a)

Issuer Outstanding as at 
December 2014

2013/14  
issuance 

2014/15 issuance  
to January 2015

2014/15  
indicative target

$ billion $ billion $ billion $ billion

New South Wales 64 14 5 6

Queensland 83 15 6 7

South Australia 16 4 3 4

Tasmania 4 0 1 1

Victoria 34 9 1 3

Western Australia 32 11 4 9

Total(b) 240 55 19 29

(a)  Securities with an original term to maturity of greater than one year; figures are rounded to the nearest whole number;  
projections are based on the latest funding program forecasts for gross term issuance less prior year surplus funding

(b)  Includes ACT and NT bonds
Sources: RBA; State Treasury Corporations
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from around 30 per cent in 2013 to around 40 per 
cent in 2014. Secondary market spreads for 
Kangaroo bonds have narrowed by 13 basis points 
for European  issuers and by 3  basis points for 
non- European issuers since the previous Statement 
and remain around the lowest levels seen since 
mid 2007.

Financial Intermediaries
The funding composition of banks was little changed 
over 2014, after several years of an increasing deposit 
share and decreasing wholesale funding share 
(Graph 4.7). With the rate of growth in bank balance 
sheets rising a little and conditions in wholesale 
funding markets improving, average wholesale 
funding grew by 8 per cent over the year, having 
declined by 5 per cent over the preceding few years. 

term deposits as the interest rates on term deposits 
continue to be less attractive than those on bonus 
saver accounts (Graph 4.8). 

Spreads on the major banks’ bonds relative to CGS 
were little changed for most of 2014 before picking 
up later in the year. Nevertheless, spreads remain 
around their lowest levels since late 2007, and yields 
are at historically low levels (Graph 4.9). Spreads on 
unsecured bonds have increased by around 10 basis 
points since the previous Statement, while spreads 
on covered bonds have risen by 18  basis points. 
Once the cost of hedging foreign currency issuance 
back into Australian dollars is taken into account, the 
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The major banks’  average funding costs declined 
over the year, largely driven by banks reducing 
their term and at-call deposit rates as competition 
for deposits has eased. Over the past three months, 
some of the major banks have reduced interest rates 
on bonus saver accounts by up to 25 basis points 
(prior to the February cash rate reduction). Despite 
these reductions in at-call deposit rates, households’ 
at-call deposits have continued to grow faster than 
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pricing of recent issuance across major currencies 
is broadly consistent with the cost of domestic 
issuance.

Net bond issuance by the Australian banks was 
$10 billion in 2014, compared with the $10 billion 
decline in outstanding bank debt in 2013. Australian 
banks raised around 40  per cent of their funds in 
US dollars, while the share of bank bonds issued in 
Australian dollars fell slightly to one-third. Covered 
bond issuance totalled $17  billion in 2014, down 
slightly from the $19 billion issued in 2013. 

Australian banks have issued around $28  billion in 
bonds since the previous Statement, mostly in the 
form of senior unsecured bonds. Around 75  per 
cent of the issuance has been in the offshore 
market, with a higher-than-typical proportion of 
euro-denominated issuance (Graph 4.10). The stock 
of outstanding bonds has decreased by around 
$1 billion since the previous Statement. 

Australian securitised issuance reached $35 billion 
in 2014, an increase of $2 billion from 2013 and 
the highest level since 2007. Around $9 billion in 
securitisations have been issued since the previous 
Statement, with around 80 per cent in the form of 
residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) 
(Graph 4.11). One major bank issued a $2.5 billion 
RMBS, while smaller banks accounted for about 
$3 billion of RMBS issuance. Mortgage originators 
have raised around $1 billion in securitisations, with 
around half of that backed by ‘non-conforming’ 
mortgages. These typically involve borrowers with 
a history of credit impairment, higher loan-to-
valuation ratios or less income documentation. Two 
securitisations backed by assets other than residential 
mortgages (mainly vehicle and equipment leases) 
have also been issued, raising a total of $1.5 billion; 
issuance of such securities has remained low in 2014.
Issuance spreads on senior RMBS tranches have 
been little changed over 2014, remaining at their 
lowest levels since late 2007, but still well above their 
pre-crisis levels.

S&P downgraded 61 AA- rated mezzanine tranches 
of Australian and New Zealand RMBS that are 
dependent on lenders mortgage insurance from 
Genworth Financial Mortgage Insurance, following 
a rating downgrade of the insurer. No AAA rated 
tranches were downgraded. S&P also announced 
changes to its ratings methodology that will reduce 
the credit it gives to lenders mortgage insurance 
when rating RMBS. The changes will become 
effective from February and are expected to result 
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in downgrades to 18  per cent of the number of 
rated Australian RMBS tranches, though this will 
predominantly affect mezzanine tranches. Moody’s 
made similar changes to its rating methodology 
in 2013.

Financial Aggregates
Total credit grew by 6 per cent over 2014, reflecting 
faster growth in both housing and business credit 
(Graph  4.12). Growth in credit remained below 
growth in broad money, which was 7½ per cent over 
the year (Table 4.2).

Household Financing
Housing credit grew by 7 per cent over the year, with 
growth in credit extended to investors increasing 
to 10 per cent, while owner-occupier credit growth 
remained more moderate at around 5½ per cent. 

Housing credit growth is likely to remain around its 
current rate in coming months, reflecting continued 
solid growth in housing loan approvals over the 
second half of 2014 (Graph  4.13). The increase in 
housing loan approvals has been driven by investor 
approvals and should contribute to continued 
strong investor credit growth. Owner-occupier 
housing loan approvals have been steady, consistent 

Table 4.2: Financial Aggregates
Percentage change(a)

 
         Three-month ended Year-ended

September 2014 December 2014 December 2014

Total credit 1.3 1.6 5.9

– Housing 1.7 1.9 7.1

   – Owner-occupier 1.3 1.5 5.6

   – Investor 2.5 2.7 10.1

– Personal 0.6 0.1 0.9

– Business 0.8 1.4 4.8

Broad money 2.0 1.5 7.7
(a) Growth rates are break adjusted and seasonally adjusted
Sources: ABS; APRA; RBA
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Table 4.3: Intermediaries’ Fixed and Variable Lending Rates
Prior to the February cash rate reduction

Level at 2 February 2015 Change over 2014
Per cent Basis points

Housing loans 

– Standard variable rate(a) 5.93 0

– Package variable rate(b) 5.08 –2

– Fixed rate(c) 5.08 –20

– Average outstanding rate(d) 5.25 –15

Personal loans
– Variable rate(d), (e) 11.76 5

Small business
– Term loans variable rate(f ) 7.10 0

– Overdraft variable rate(f ) 7.97 0

– Fixed rate(c), (f ) 5.78 –45

– Average outstanding rate(d) 6.18 –28

Large business
Average outstanding rate(d)

(variable rate and bill funding) 4.39 –17
(a) Average of the major banks’ standard variable rates
(b) Average of the major banks’ discounted package rates on new, $250 000 full-doc loans
(c) Average of the major banks’ 3-year fixed rates
(d) RBA estimate
(e) Weighted average of variable rate products
(f ) Residentially secured, average of the major banks’ advertised rates
Sources: ABS; APRA; Canstar; RBA

with credit growth remaining around its current 
pace. Some borrowers are using low interest rates 
to pay down their mortgages at a faster rate, with 
mortgage prepayments remaining at a high level. 

Growth in personal credit has remained relatively 
subdued in recent months, with growth largely 
reflecting an increase in credit card balances 
outstanding.

The average interest rate on outstanding housing 
loans has continued to edge down over recent 
months (prior to the February cash rate reduction; 
Table  4.3 and Graph  4.14). The decline has been 
driven by the replacement of more expensive 
fixed-rate loans from previous years, particularly 
loans written prior to 2013. Over the year, there 
have been reductions in advertised interest rates 
on fixed- and variable-rate loans; most notable has 
been the decrease in the major banks’ five-year fixed 
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rates. Competition for lending remains strong, with 
interest rate discounting and broker commissions 
rising over the past year.
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Business Financing
Growth in external business funding steadied in the 
December quarter, to 3 per cent of GDP (Graph 4.15). 
Equity raisings and business credit both rose in the 
quarter, while non-intermediated debt fell. 

Total issuance of Australian non-financial corporate 
bonds in 2014 was $14 billion, which was the lowest 
since 2008. This was partly due to the absence of 
issuance by the large diversified mining companies 
that dominated corporate issuance in prior years 
(Graph 4.16). Around $2½ billion of corporate bonds 
have been issued since the previous Statement, 
mainly in the domestic market.

Secondary market spreads over CGS for Australian 
dollar A and BBB rated corporate bonds remain 
around their lowest levels since 2007, despite 
increasing a little in the second half of 2014, while 
yields are at historically low levels (Graph  4.17). 
Spreads have increased by 6–8 basis points since the 
previous Statement.

Hybrid issuance over 2014 was particularly strong 
with a record $14.5  billion raised, mainly by the 
larger banks. Since the previous Statement, six 
financial entities have raised a total of around 
$2.6  billion of hybrid debt. This included the first 
two RMB-denominated Tier 2 hybrid debt issues by 
Australian banks.

Australian corporate entities’ credit ratings were 
relatively stable throughout 2014. More recently, 
however, a number of financial sector entities were 
placed on positive credit watch, while two non-
diversified resource companies were downgraded 
owing to commodity price declines. 

Business credit growth picked up over 2014, driven 
by lending to private non-financial corporations 
and unincorporated (typically smaller) businesses 
(Graph  4.18). In recent months, growth in foreign-
currency denominated business credit has been 
boosted by valuation effects associated with 
the depreciation of the Australian dollar. While 
commercial loan approvals increased strongly over 
2014 compared with 2013, they have fallen back in 
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recent months, partly reflecting lower loan approvals 
for mining and related transport industries.  

Activity in the syndicated lending market was 
stronger over 2014, with the total value of approvals 
over one-third higher than in the previous year. After 
a large increase in syndicated loan approvals in the 
September quarter, activity fell back slightly in the 
December quarter, although it remains at a high 
level. Falls in loan approvals for acquisitions, and 
capital and general corporate expenditure, were 
partly offset by a strong increase in refinancing-
related approvals. 

Average interest rates on outstanding bank loans 
to both small and large businesses have declined 
since the previous Statement, largely driven by the 
replacement of fixed rate loans at lower interest 
rates (prior to the February cash rate reduction; 
Graph 4.19).

Net equity raisings by listed non-financial 
corporations (including real estate companies) rose 
to $26  billion in 2014. The increase was primarily 
driven by initial public offerings (IPOs), which were 
at their highest level since 1997. The healthcare 
and consumer sectors accounted for a large 
portion of the IPOs. In the December quarter, net 
equity raisings by listed non-financial corporations 
decreased slightly to $5 billion. The high volume of 
equity raisings from new listings was partly offset by 
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lower net raisings by already listed companies, most 
notably Telstra engaging in a $1 billion share buyback 
(Graph 4.20). The financial sector also experienced a 
significant pick-up in new listing activity through 
the privatisation of Medibank Private, which raised 
$5.7  billion in the largest Australian equity market 
IPO since the 1997 Telstra float. 

Over 2014, mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activity 
increased to $63 billion, which was the highest level 
since 2011. M&A activity has picked up considerably 
since the previous Statement, with around $26 billion 
in deals announced by listed companies. The pick-up 
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in activity was concentrated in the energy sector 
and included large LNG-related deals by Woodside 
Petroleum and APA Group. 

Equity Markets
In aggregate, Australian equity prices were little 
changed over 2014, driven by substantial declines 
in the resources sector. The market underperformed 
global equity markets, although this was offset to 
some extent by the generally higher dividends paid 
by Australian companies (Table  4.4; Graph  4.21). 
Since the start of 2015, Australian equity prices have 
increased by 7 per cent, with resource sector equity 
prices partially recovering and financials’ equity 
prices increasing strongly. 

Resource sector share prices fell by 19  per cent 
over 2014 in response to lower commodity prices, 
with most of this fall occurring since the previous 
Statement (Graph 4.22). The share prices of the major 
diversified miners broadly tracked iron ore price 
movements over the second half of 2014, while share 
price declines among the smaller producers – who 
tend to have higher production costs – were larger. 
Energy sector share prices fell sharply alongside 
lower oil prices, particularly following the November 
OPEC meeting. The share prices of companies 
developing large liquefied natural gas (LNG) projects 
came under the most pressure due to concerns that 
the contract prices for LNG, which tend to be linked 
to oil prices, may be lower than previously expected, 
resulting in a reduction in expected earnings (see 
‘Box D: The Impact of Recent Commodity Price 
Movements on Resource Companies’). 

Table 4.4: Equity Markets
Percentage change

2013 2014 2015 to date

Australia (ASX 200) 15.1 1.1 6.8

– Resources –2.9 –19.0 6.3

– Financials 23.6 6.5 8.0

– Other 17.7 6.1 5.5

United States (S&P 500) 29.6 11.4 –0.6

Sources: Bloomberg; Thomson Reuters
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Over 2014, financial sector share prices rose by 6 per 
cent, with banking stocks gaining 3  per cent and 
real estate sector share prices rising substantially. 
Since the start of 2015, financials’ share prices have 
increased by 8 per cent.
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Share prices outside the resources and financial 
sectors increased by 6 per cent over 2014. Defensive 
sectors, such as healthcare and telecommunications, 
tended to outperform the broader market. On the 
other hand, share prices in the consumer sector 
underperformed amid continued market concerns 
about weak retail sales growth. 

Similar to other international markets, Australian 
equity market volatility has remained relatively low 
since the previous Statement, albeit above the levels 
observed in mid 2014. Volatility in commodities 
prices and continued uncertainty around global 
economic growth and the future path of monetary 
policy in the larger economies has contributed to 
the pick-up in volatility in recent months, especially 
in the resources sector.

In aggregate, analysts’ earnings expectations for 
2014/15 and 2015/16 have been revised lower 
since the previous Statement. Reflecting the 
decline in commodities prices, expected earnings 
in the resources sector have been revised down 
significantly, although the fall has been limited by 
a number of recently announced cost reduction 
measures. Outside the resources sector, expected 
earnings in the financial sector have been 
upwardly revised.

Valuations of Australian equities, as measured by 
forward price-earnings ratios, have increased since 
the previous Statement to be above their decade 
averages for all sectors (Graph 4.23). Valuations have 
increased in the resources sector as the downward 
revisions to earnings expectations were larger than 
the share price declines. Valuations also increased in 
the other sectors.  R
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Box D

The Impact of Recent Commodity Price 
Movements on Resource Companies

Share prices of companies in Australia’s resources 
sector fell markedly over recent months following 
declines in iron ore and oil prices, which have led 
to downward revisions to expected earnings for the 
sector. Despite substantial capital expenditure over 
recent years, leverage in the sector remains relatively 
low, although there is some variability across 
companies. There has been only a limited increase 
in spreads on most Australian resource companies’ 
bonds, suggesting that investors view the resources 
sector in aggregate as being reasonably well 
placed to cope with the fall in commodity prices. 
However, some small to mid-sized companies have 
experienced downgrades.

Resource sector share prices fell sharply over the 
second half of 2014.1 More recently, share prices 
have partially recovered, with materials sector share 
prices 3 per cent below their mid 2014 level, while 
energy sector share prices remain around 20 per 
cent lower (Graph D1).

These developments reflect movements in the 
prices of key commodities such as iron ore and oil. 
While the iron ore price has been declining since 
late 2013, analysts’ expectations for iron ore prices 
were slow to respond. However, further falls in the 
iron ore price in the second half of 2014 have led to 
downward revisions to expectations for future iron 
ore prices and a decline in the share prices of iron 
ore miners. Smaller iron ore miners have generally 
experienced larger share price falls than their larger, 
more diversified counterparts.

1 The resources sector comprises around 16 per cent of the ASX 200 by 
market capitalisation. Some companies that are closely linked to the 
sector – such as mining services firms – have also experienced share 
price falls.
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The decline in the oil price, which began around the 
middle of 2014, accelerated into the end of the year 
following the November OPEC meeting. Long-term 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) contracts in Australia are 
typically linked to oil prices and, with a number of 
large LNG projects due to commence production 
over the next couple of years, the falls in expectations 
for future oil prices have led to falls in energy sector 
share prices.

The falls in iron ore and oil prices would be expected 
to erode profit margins in the resources sector. 
Indeed, the prevailing iron ore price appears to be 
below the previously estimated cost of production 
for some iron ore miners (See ‘Box A: The Effects of 
Changes in Iron Ore Prices’). However, companies 
have announced a range of measures to reduce their 
production costs and/or capital expenditure. Other 
factors such as the depreciation of the Australian 
dollar and lower fuel prices have also reduced the 
impact on companies’ margins.

Graph D1
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Graph D2

Graph D3

With market analysts viewing these cost-reduction 
measures and other mitigating factors as unlikely 
to fully offset the fall in commodity prices, earnings 
expectations for the materials sector in both 2014/15 
and 2015/16 have been revised down by almost 
25 per cent since the middle of last year (Graph D2). 
Expectations for energy sector earnings in 2015/16 
have been revised down by 40 per cent.2 

Notwithstanding the substantial capital expenditure 
undertaken by companies on iron ore and LNG 
projects over recent years, the aggregate gearing 
ratio of resource companies remains below that 
of all listed companies and below its average over 
the past 15 years (Graph D3). This can be explained 
by the greater tendency for resource companies to 
fund their expansion through internal sources or 
equity raisings rather than debt.3 With several large 
projects due to commence production in coming 
years, many resource companies have scope to 
reduce capital expenditure from current levels and 
redirect cash flows to pay down debt. Nonetheless, 
there is some variability in gearing in the resources 
sector, with companies that have undertaken 
debt-funded expansion tending to have higher 
gearing ratios.

Credit markets have reacted to the falls in commodity 
prices. Several smaller resource companies have had 
their credit ratings downgraded or have been placed 
on a negative outlook or negative credit watch, 
indicating possible future credit ratings downgrades. 
The average credit rating of the materials sector 
remains unchanged since mid 2014 at A- while 
the average credit rating of the energy sector has 
declined by one notch to BBB.4 Credit spreads 

2 Earnings expectations for 2014/15 in the energy sector have been 
little changed. The delayed effect on energy sector earnings reflects 
that a number of LNG projects have not yet begun production, as well 
as the likely lags between changes in spot prices and realised prices 
due to existing supply contracts.

3 See Arsov I, B Shanahan and T Williams (2013), ‘Funding the Australian 
Resources Investment Boom’, RBA Bulletin, March, pp 51–61.

4 These credit ratings are calculated as the average S&P rating of the 
sector, weighted by companies’ total outstanding debt. Unrated 
companies are excluded from the calculation. 

on resource companies’ bonds have generally 
increased by more than those for other non-financial 
companies since mid 2014. The market pricing of the 
bonds of several companies indicates that the market 
views their creditworthiness less favourably than the 
credit ratings agencies. Notwithstanding this, bond 
market pricing suggests that investors view the 
larger resource companies in both the materials and 
energy subsectors to be reasonably well placed to 
cope with the observed fall in commodity prices.  R 
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Graph 5.1

Table 5.1: Measures of Consumer Price Inflation
Per cent

       Quarterly(a)       Year-ended(b)

December 
quarter 2014

September 
quarter 2014

December 
quarter 2014

September 
quarter 2014

Consumer Price Index 0.2 0.5 1.7 2.3
Seasonally adjusted CPI 0.3 0.1 – –
– Tradables –0.5 0.0 0.7 2.0
–  Tradables (excl volatile items and 

tobacco)(c) 0.0 –0.6 0.0 0.4
– Non-tradables 0.7 0.3 2.3 2.4
– Non-tradables (excl utilities) 0.7 0.7 2.6 2.8
Selected underlying measures

Trimmed mean 0.7 0.3 2.2 2.4
Weighted median 0.7 0.5 2.3 2.6
CPI excl volatile items(c) 0.6 0.1 2.1 2.1
(a)  Except for the headline CPI, quarterly changes are based on seasonally adjusted data; those not published by the ABS are  

calculated by the RBA using seasonal factors published by the ABS
(b) Year-ended changes are based on non-seasonally adjusted data, except for the trimmed mean and weighted median
(c) Volatile items are fruit, vegetables and automotive fuel
Sources: ABS; RBA

5.  Price and Wage 
Developments

Recent Developments in Inflation
Consumer price inflation slowed over 2014, 
reflecting downward pressure on wage growth from 
spare capacity in the labour market, a large fall in 
oil prices and the repeal of the carbon price. These 
factors more than offset the effects of the earlier 
depreciation of the exchange rate and inflation of 
new dwelling costs. 

The consumer price index increased by 0.3 per cent in 
the December quarter (in seasonally adjusted terms) 
and by 1.7 per cent over the year (Table 5.1; Graph 5.1). 
In quarterly terms, this was a little higher than the 
September quarter outcome, which incorporated 
the direct effect of the repeal of the carbon price 
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on utility prices. The recent large fall in crude oil 
prices resulted in a 5 per cent fall in automotive fuel 
prices in the quarter, which subtracted a little less 
than 0.2  percentage points from headline inflation 
(Graph 5.2). Fruit and vegetable prices also fell in the 
quarter, while tobacco prices rose as a result of the 
increase in the tobacco excise in September. 

Graph 5.3

Graph 5.2

Graph 5.4

Overall, domestic inflationary pressures remain 
moderate compared with their average over the 
inflation-targeting period. Non-tradables inflation 
picked up to 0.7 per cent in the December quarter, 
following a low outcome in the September quarter 
owing to the effects of the repeal of the carbon price 
(Graph 5.4). Excluding utility prices, non-tradables 
inflation in the quarter was unchanged, and year-
ended inflation eased to 2.6 per cent – a slow pace 
relative to history. 
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Various measures suggest that the pace of 
underlying inflation in the December quarter was 
0.7 per cent, around the rates recorded in the first half 
of 2014, following an unusually low outcome in the 
September quarter (Graph 5.3). Underlying inflation 
slowed over the course of 2014 to around 2¼  per 
cent. The removal of the carbon price may have 
dampened inflation in a wide range of consumer 
prices in the September and December quarters, 
to the extent that it affected costs for businesses. 
However, it is difficult to ascertain the size of such 
an effect amid the usual variation in consumer 
prices driven by other factors. The large fall in crude 
oil prices, if sustained, can also be expected to have 
some downward influence on business costs and so 
underlying inflation outcomes. This is expected to 
take some time to work its way through the supply 
chain, so it is likely to have had a negligible impact 
on the recent outcomes for underlying inflation 
(see  ‘Economic Outlook’ chapter and ‘Box  C: The 
Effects of the Fall in Oil Prices’ for further details). 
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Graph 5.5

Graph 5.6

Graph 5.7
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Slow growth in labour costs over the past few years 
has helped to contain non-tradables inflation. This 
is most apparent for the prices of market services, 
which have a relatively high labour content, are 
somewhat sheltered from international competition 
and include few administered price components. 
While market services inflation picked up in the 
December quarter, over the year it was around 1 per 
cent – its lowest in the past two decades (Graph 5.5).

Inflation in the housing-related components of the 
CPI remained moderate overall in the December 
quarter (Graph  5.6). Inflation in the price of new 
dwellings remained above the average of recent 
years, consistent with strong residential building 
activity (Graph  5.7). The Bank’s liaison suggests that 
the upswing in residential construction activity has 
allowed some builders to increase margins over the 
past year or so. Combined with an increase in the 
cost of building materials, this has contributed to 
higher inflation in the prices for new dwellings. In 
contrast, rents inflation remained slow in the quarter, 
consistent with the increase in vacancy rates over 
recent years. Utility prices increased slightly, after 
falling in the September quarter due to the repeal of 
the carbon price.

The prices of tradable items (excluding volatile 
items and tobacco) were little changed overall in 
the December quarter and over the year, which is 
in contrast to the declines in these prices seen from 
2010 to 2013. The prices of these items tend to be 
heavily influenced by movements in the exchange 
rate, as they are either imported or more exposed to 
international competition than non-tradable items 
(particularly for consumer durables) (Graph 5.8). 
Accordingly, the exchange rate depreciation since 
early 2013 has led to higher prices of imported items 
‘across the docks’. 
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Low wage growth has been broad based. Growth 
of both the private and public sector WPI remained 
low over the year to September, at 2.5 per cent 
and 2.7  per cent, respectively. Year-ended wage 
growth has slowed significantly across all states 
and territories, and has stabilised at around 2–3 per 
cent in most industries, well below decade averages  
(Graph  5.10). This is consistent with evidence from 
business liaison, which suggests that, while wage 
growth has slowed, many firms are reluctant to offer 
wage increases below the expected rate of inflation.  

These subdued wage outcomes are largely 
consistent with other indicators of spare capacity 
in the labour market (see the ‘Domestic Economic 
Conditions’ chapter). However, the extent of the 
slowing in wage growth has been a little more 
pronounced than would have been expected based 
on its historical relationship with the unemployment 
rate (Graph  5.11). A number of possible factors 
may have contributed to the extent of slowing in 
wage growth. Compared with earlier episodes, 
increased labour market flexibility may afford 

Graph 5.8 Graph 5.9

However, recent outcomes suggest somewhat less 
of an increase in the final prices of tradable items 
than might normally be expected given the historical 
relationship with the exchange rate. Consumer 
durables prices fell for the third consecutive quarter, 
with large declines in the prices of appliances and 
electronic equipment offsetting price rises for 
clothing & footwear and several household goods. 
Liaison suggests that retailers have been constrained 
in passing on price increases due to the strength 
of competitive pressures and subdued demand. 
Nevertheless, looking ahead, it is expected that 
the exchange rate depreciation will exert gradual 
upward pressure on prices faced by consumers for 
several years (see ‘Economic Outlook’ chapter). 

Labour Costs
Growth of labour costs remains subdued. Wage 
growth appears to have stabilised at a low rate; the 
wage price index (WPI) increased by 0.6 per cent 
in the September quarter, and by 2.6 per cent over 
the year, its slowest pace since the index was first 
published in the late 1990s (Graph  5.9). A range 
of other measures of wage growth, which have a 
longer history, also indicate that the current pace of 
wage growth is subdued, albeit not as low as it was 
during the early 1990s recession.
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Graph 5.10

Graph 5.11
Graph 5.12

firms greater scope to adjust wages in response 
to a given change in demand for their goods and 
services, allowing them to employ more staff than 
would otherwise be the case. This is consistent with 
business liaison that suggests employees appear to 
be willing to trade lower wage growth for greater job 
security. Moreover, consumers’ and unions’ inflation 
expectations have declined somewhat over the 
past few years, implying that employees may have 
been more willing to accept lower nominal wage 
increases. It is also possible that the recent rise in 
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the unemployment rate does not fully reflect the 
increase in spare capacity in the labour market; 
for example, in terms of shorter working hours or 
additional discouraged workers who would like to 
work but have given up searching for a job.

In addition, firms have remained under pressure to 
contain costs and increase efficiency in response to 
subdued domestic demand and the still-elevated 
level of the real exchange rate. Australia’s unit labour 
costs have been broadly stable for more than two 
years, as labour productivity has grown at around 
the same pace as average earnings (Graph 5.12). This 
relatively slow growth in unit labour costs, as well as 
the depreciation of the nominal exchange rate since 
early 2013, is improving Australia’s international cost 
competitiveness. 

Labour productivity growth has been higher over 
recent years than over much of the previous decade 
(Graph  5.13). Recent improvements partly reflect 
the transition of the resources sector to a phase of 
strong growth in output, which is much less labour 
intensive than the earlier period of significant 
investment. Growth rates of labour productivity and 
multifactor productivity in most other industries are 
also higher than the average pace recorded through 
much of the 2000s. 
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Graph 5.13

Table 5.2: Median Inflation Expectations
Per cent

Year to December 2015 Year to December 2016

August 
2014

November 
2014

February 
2015

November 
2014

February 
2015

Market economists 2.6 2.7 2.3 2.8 2.7

Union officials 3.0 2.6 2.0 2.5 2.3

Sources: Employment Research Australia; RBA

seen in other major economies in recent months 
(see ‘International and Foreign Exchange Markets’ 
chapter). Since the November Statement, market 
economists and union officials have revised lower 
their forecasts for inflation over 2015 and 2016. The 
Melbourne Institute measure of consumer inflation 
expectations, which has historically responded to 
large fuel price changes, has also declined, but this is 
a very volatile series and it remains within the range 
of recent years.  R

Graph 5.14

Inflation Expectations 
Various measures of inflation expectations have 
declined a little further and are now a bit below their 
long-run average levels (Table 5.2; Graph 5.14). The 
large declines in oil prices are likely to have lowered 
inflation expectations over recent months. Financial 
market measures of inflation expectations have 
declined since November, reflecting lower expected 
inflation in the next few years rather than in the long 
term, to be a bit below their historical averages. These 
measures have not declined to the same extent 
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6. Economic Outlook

Graph 6.1
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The International Economy
Overall, growth of Australia’s major trading partners 
(MTPs) is expected to be around its long-run average 
pace in 2015 and 2016 (Graph  6.1). This forecast is 
little changed relative to the November Statement. 
Commodity prices have fallen in the past three 
months. These price declines, particularly for oil, 
largely reflect supply-side factors, although weaker-
than-expected growth of global demand for 
commodities has contributed. Most of Australia’s 
MTPs are likely to benefit from lower oil prices 
because they are net oil and energy importers. 
However, this positive effect has been largely 
offset by other factors, most notably slower growth 
in China.

In China, the authorities are widely expected to 
revise down their growth target in 2015. GDP 
growth in 2015 is projected to be at or slightly below 

7  per  cent. This represents a modest downward 
revision to the previous projection, and largely 
reflects a weaker-than-expected quarterly growth 
rate for the December quarter 2014. In the near 
term, weakness in the property market and parts 
of the manufacturing industry are likely to dampen 
growth, although the rollout of new infrastructure 
investment projects and the positive impact of lower 
oil prices should provide some offsetting support 
for demand. GDP growth is expected to moderate 
further in 2016, consistent with developments in 
supply-side factors (such as the declining working-
age population) and policymakers’ willingness 
to accommodate slower growth to prevent an 
unsustainable build-up in leverage. 

In Japan, growth appears to have resumed towards 
the end of 2014. Growth is expected to be stronger 
in 2015 than previously expected because of the  
postponement of a further planned consumption 
tax increase to April 2017, additional temporary 
fiscal stimulus and the positive effects of lower oil 
prices. In the rest of east Asia, the economic outlook 
is little changed and growth is expected to remain 
at around its decade average. Growth in the US 
economy in 2015 is expected to be stronger than 
forecast three months ago, reflecting the boost to 
consumer spending resulting from lower energy 
prices. The recovery in the euro area is still expected 
to be modest.

In aggregate, developments in commodity markets 
have lowered the outlook for Australia’s terms of 
trade (Graph 6.2). This largely reflects the net effect 
of lower prices for iron ore and oil. The Bank’s forecast 
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for the iron ore price is a little below the Consensus 
Economics forecast over the next two and a half 
years. The Bank’s forecast assumes that reductions in 
supply from higher-cost iron ore producers globally 
will be limited, partly because there has been little 
meaningful response from these producers to date, 
but also because the decline in oil prices will reduce 
the costs of extracting and transporting iron ore. The 
direct effect of lower oil prices is to raise the terms of 
trade given that Australia is a net oil importer. This is 
estimated to be offset in part by the fact that lower 
oil prices will lead to a decline in prices for liquefied 
natural gas (LNG), given that Australia’s export prices 
for LNG are linked to oil prices. 

does not represent a commitment by the Board to 
any particular path for policy. The exchange rate 
is assumed to remain at its current level over the 
forecast period (TWI at 64 and A$ at US$0.78). The 
TWI is around 7 per cent lower than the assumption 
underlying the forecasts in the November Statement. 
The forecasts are based on the price of Brent oil 
remaining at US$59 per barrel, which is more than 
30  per cent lower than the assumption used in 
November. This is in line with near-term futures 
pricing. Similar to the previous Statement, the 
working-age population is assumed to grow by 
1.8  per cent over each year, drawing on forecasts 
by the Department of Immigration and Border 
Protection.

The starting point for the forecasts is that over the 
second half of 2014 the Australian economy grew at a 
bit below its average rate. Falls in mining investment 
detracted significantly from overall growth, although 
this was offset by a strong increase in resource exports. 
While growth in non-mining activity has picked up a 
little over the past two years, all components except 
dwelling investment look to have grown at a below-
average pace over the past year. 

While the key forces shaping the forecasts remain 
much as they were, the forecasts for GDP growth 
over the coming quarters are a bit lower than those 
presented in the November Statement (Table  6.1). 
GDP growth is now expected to remain below trend 
over the course of this year and then to pick up to 
an above-trend pace in the latter part of the forecast 
period, in response to rapid growth in LNG exports 
and the lower exchange rate and interest rates.  

The revisions to GDP growth in the near term take 
account of the net effect of a number of recent 
developments, which suggest that consumption will 
continue to grow at a below-average pace for a time 
and non-mining investment will remain subdued until 
at least mid 2015. LNG exports are also expected to 
increase less rapidly in the near term. These revisions 
have been offset to some extent by the net positive 
effect on growth of lower commodity prices and the 
depreciation of the exchange rate, which – together 

Graph 6.2
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The downward revisions to the terms of trade would 
normally be expected to lead to lower growth of 
real economic activity. However, falling iron ore and 
oil prices operate through different channels, so 
an estimate of the net effect on GDP, or on specific 
elements of GDP, needs to consider each factor 
separately. 

Domestic Activity
In preparing the domestic forecasts, a number of 
technical assumptions have been employed. The 
forecasts are conditioned on the assumption that 
the cash rate moves broadly in line with market 
pricing as at the time of writing. This assumption 
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Table 6.1: Output Growth and Inflation Forecasts(a)

Per cent

Year-ended

Dec  
2014

June  
2015

Dec  
2015

June 
2016

Dec 
2016

June 
2017

GDP growth 2½ 2¼ 2¼–3¼ 2¾–3¾ 3–4 3–4½

Non-farm GDP growth 2¾ 2¼ 2¼–3¼ 2¾–3¾ 3–4 3–4½

CPI inflation(b) 1.7 1¼   2–3 2¼–3¼ 2¼–3¼ 2¼–3¼

Underlying inflation(b) 2¼ 2¼ 2–3 2–3 2–3 2–3
Year-average

2014 2014/15 2015 2015/16 2016 2016/17

GDP growth 2¾ 2¼ 1¾–2¾ 2½–3½ 2¾–3¾ 2¾–4¼
(a) Technical assumptions include A$ at US$0.78, TWI at 64 and Brent crude oil price at US$59 per barrel
(b) Based on current legislation
Sources: ABS; RBA

with low interest rates – are expected to impart a 
sustained stimulus to the economy over the forecast 
period.

The lower level of interest rates than was assumed 
in the November Statement and strong population 
growth will support household demand. The lower 
oil prices seen to date can be expected to boost 
consumption by contributing about ¾ percentage 
point to real disposable income. However, this 
effect is expected to be offset by somewhat lower 
growth of labour incomes than had been expected. 
Consumption growth is still expected to pick up 
over the forecast period. The saving ratio is forecast 
to decline gradually, continuing its trend of the past 
couple of years. Leading indicators suggest that 
dwelling investment will continue to contribute 
to GDP growth over coming quarters. The Bank’s 
forecast is for dwelling investment growth to ease 
gradually from the end of 2015. 

In time, growth of household demand and the 
impetus to domestic production provided by the 
exchange rate depreciation since early 2013 are 
expected to increase capacity utilisation and spur 
non-mining business investment (although this 
will be offset to some extent by the higher cost of 
imported investment goods). However, the expected 
recovery in non-mining investment has been pushed 
out to later in 2015, reflecting new information from 

a number of leading indicators. In particular, the ABS 
capital expenditure (Capex) survey suggests that 
there will be only very modest growth in non-mining 
investment in 2014/15, and survey measures of 
business conditions and capacity utilisation (which 
both tend to lead investment by up to a few quarters) 
were little changed in the December quarter at close 
to long-run average levels. Non-residential building 
approvals remain relatively low in trend terms and 
demand for commercial property remains relatively 
weak. The pace of the recovery in non-mining 
business investment is forecast to be around the 
average pace of growth in previous expansions, as 
a lower exchange rate and very accommodative 
monetary conditions help to support the recovery. 

Mining investment is expected to fall sharply over 
the next two years as a number of large-scale 
projects come to completion and few new projects 
are expected to start. The lack of a pipeline of new 
projects has been factored into the outlook for some 
time and predates the recent declines in commodity 
prices. Given this, the additional effect of lower 
commodity prices on near-term mining investment 
is likely to be modest. There have been indications 
that some capital expenditure to maintain the 
existing mining capital stock has been deferred 
and that there will be less spending on exploration 
activity. This has led to a marginal downward revision 
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to the outlook for mining investment. As a result, the 
main channel through which lower bulk commodity 
prices are expected to affect activity is via lower 
returns to domestic shareholders and lower tax 
revenues, although the recent depreciation is likely 
to dampen this effect somewhat.

In contrast to mining investment, export growth 
is expected to continue to make a sizeable 
contribution to GDP growth, particularly towards 
the end of the forecast period, when LNG exports are 
expected to be growing strongly and to contribute 
¾ percentage point to GDP growth over 2016/17. 
While the ramp-up in LNG production is expected to 
proceed a little more slowly than had previously been 
expected, the effect of this on exports is expected 
to be offset by the modest boost to manufactured 
and service exports provided by the depreciation of 
the exchange rate. Iron ore exports are expected to 
continue to rise as more production comes on line.

Reflecting the depreciation of the Australian dollar 
and a downward revision to domestic demand, 
import volumes are expected to be lower in the near 
term than previously forecast. Growth in imports 
related to the non-mining sector are expected 
to pick up in line with non-mining activity, while 
imports related to mining activity are expected to 
continue falling over the next couple of years.

Public demand is still expected to grow at a below-
average pace over much of the forecast period. 
Growth has been revised down a little from the 
November Statement, largely reflecting weaker-
than-expected growth in the September quarter. 
Large falls in commodity prices have not affected 
the forecast extent of fiscal consolidation materially, 
since governments have generally chosen not to 
respond to the most recent reduction in tax and 
royalty revenue implied by lower commodity prices, 
and have left spending plans unchanged. The 
exception is Western Australia, where expenditure 
has been cut noticeably, although this makes only 
a small difference to aggregate public expenditure. 

While employment growth picked up a bit over 
the past year, a number of indicators suggest that 
spare capacity in the labour market has increased, 
consistent with below-trend growth in the economy. 
The labour market forecasts have been revised to be 
a little weaker than in the previous Statement, owing 
to the softer outlook for activity in the near term. The 
unemployment rate is now expected to rise a little 
further and peak a little later than earlier anticipated, 
although there is a degree of uncertainty around 
this forecast (see ‘Box E: Unemployment Rate 
Forecasts and Confidence Intervals’). This is in line 
with forward-looking indicators of labour demand, 
which suggest only modest employment growth 
in the near term, below the rate of growth in the 
working-age population. The unemployment rate 
is expected to decline towards the latter part of the 
forecast period, once growth picks up to an above-
trend pace.

Consistent with subdued labour market conditions, 
wage growth remains weak. According to the 
Bank’s business liaison, many firms expect to see a 
period of low and stable wage growth ahead. Wage 
growth is not expected to decline further, although 
pressure on public and private sector employers to 
contain costs means that wage growth is likely to 
remain low for some time and pick up only gradually 
towards the end of the forecast period. Meanwhile, 
labour productivity growth is expected to remain 
a little above its pace of much of the past decade. 
Combined, these forces imply that unit labour costs 
will remain well contained, helping to improve the 
competitiveness of Australian producers.

Inflation
The inflation forecast has been revised down a little 
since the previous Statement, reflecting the fall in oil 
prices and the slightly weaker near-term outlook for 
product and labour markets, which more than offset 
the upward price pressures from further exchange 
rate depreciation. 
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Headline inflation has declined over the past year. 
In part, this reflects the repeal of the carbon price 
mid last year, which lowered utility prices, as well 
as the initial effects of lower automotive fuel prices. 
Headline inflation was 0.3  per cent (in seasonally 
adjusted terms) in the December quarter and 1.7 per 
cent over the year. Headline inflation is expected 
to remain below the 2 to 3 per cent target in year-
ended terms over much of 2015, before picking up  a 
bit to be consistent with the inflation target. 

The measures of underlying inflation were around 
0.7  per cent in the December quarter, after an 
unusually low reading in the previous quarter. In 
year-ended terms, the underlying measures have 
declined to around 2¼ per cent. Underlying inflation 
is expected to remain well contained and consistent 
with the inflation target throughout the forecast 
period. 

The fall in automotive fuel prices, as a result of 
lower oil prices, subtracted around ¼ percentage 
point from headline inflation in the September 
and December quarters combined. It is expected 
to subtract a further ½ percentage point in the 
March quarter. By contributing to lower input costs 
for a range of businesses, lower oil prices will also 
have some effect on the prices of other goods and 
services. This indirect effect will take some time to 
pass through to consumer prices and is more difficult 
to gauge. While estimates are quite uncertain, the 
central forecast assumes that this indirect effect 
will subtract a little less than ¼  percentage point 
per year from underlying inflation over most of the 
forecast period. 

The depreciation of the exchange rate since early 
2013 has led to increases in import prices. Final 
consumer prices for tradable items (excluding 
automotive fuel) are likely to increase over the next 
few years, reflecting the pass-through of these 
higher import prices. Altogether, the direct effects 
of the exchange rate depreciation since early 2013 
are expected to add a little under ½  percentage 
point to underlying inflation over each year of the 
forecast period.

Domestic inflationary pressures are expected to 
remain moderate. In particular, spare capacity in 
the labour market is expected to contain labour 
costs, spare capacity in product markets is likely 
to constrain firms’ ability to expand margins, and 
inflation expectations remain anchored. As a result, 
inflation for many non-tradable items, whose prices 
are primarily determined by domestic factors, is 
expected to remain low. An exception to this is the 
new dwelling price component of the CPI, which has 
continued to record higher inflation for the past year 
or so, reflecting strong conditions in the housing 
sector, and this dynamic is likely to continue.

Government policy measures that have affected 
inflation of late will continue to do so over the 
forecast period. The further staged increase in 
tobacco excise in 2015 and 2016 is expected to 
contribute around ¼ percentage point each year to 
the rate of headline inflation, but to have little effect 
on underlying inflation. The effect of the recent 
increase in the fuel excise is expected to be small 
compared with the effect of lower crude oil prices. 

Uncertainties
The forecasts are based on a range of assumptions 
about the evolution of important variables, such 
as the exchange rate, and judgements about how 
developments in one part of the economy will affect 
others. One way of demonstrating the uncertainty 
surrounding the central forecasts is to present 
confidence intervals based on historical forecast 
errors (Graph 6.3 and Graph 6.4). 

Uncertainty about the effects of changes in global 
macroeconomic policy is a key consideration. For 
example, forecasts for growth in Japan and the 
euro area depend crucially on assumptions about 
how effective monetary policy easing announced 
by the Bank of Japan and the European Central 
Bank will be in reviving growth in these regions. It 
is also worth considering the consequences that 
different assumptions and judgements might have 
on the forecasts and to consider the possibility of 
events occurring that are not part of the central 
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forecast. Some considerations that are likely to have 
an important bearing on whether events unfold as 
forecast include uncertainty about: the implications 
of weakness in Chinese property markets; the outlook 
for commodity prices and their effects on global 
and domestic growth as well as the assumption 
of no change in the exchange rate; the extent to 
which  households are likely to save or consume any 
increases in their real disposable income or wealth; 
and the timing and speed of the recovery in non-
mining investment. 

Chinese property market

Weakness in the Chinese property market represents 
an ongoing source of uncertainty for the prospects 
for growth in overall demand in China and for its 
demand for commodities. While the authorities 
have taken measures to support residential real 
estate activity, property prices have continued to 
decline (albeit at a slower rate than was the case 
earlier) and growth of investment has fallen. Real 
estate developers remain highly leveraged and it 
may take some time before existing inventories held 
by developers can be sold off. Slower growth of 
residential construction is likely to exert downward 
pressure on the growth of activity and profits in a 
range of industries that supply inputs to construction, 
including the steel industry. The related slowing in 
land price growth – and, in some cases, actual falls 
in land prices – also has the potential to weaken 
the revenue streams of local governments that rely 
heavily on land sales to raise funds. In some areas, 
this could slow local implementation of recently 
announced infrastructure investment plans and 
make it harder for policymakers to support overall 
economic activity without an acceleration of bank 
and non-bank financing. However, policymakers do 
have the scope to provide stimulus to the economy 
via fiscal and monetary policies, should they deem 
it necessary.

Commodity prices and the exchange rate

The large falls in both iron ore and oil prices over the 
past year largely reflect additional supply coming 
on line, although weaker-than-expected growth in 
demand for these commodities is also pushing down 
prices. The outlook for commodity prices is sensitive 
to assumptions about the responsiveness of supply 
to the decline in prices seen to date. The current 
forecasts assume that oil prices remain unchanged 
around current levels, with growth in supply and 
demand roughly in balance over the forecast period, 
and only a limited reduction in supply from higher-
cost producers. However, it is possible that there is 
a more substantial response of supply to the sharp 

Graph 6.3
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fall in prices, particularly from unconventional oil 
production. The potential for a sizeable decline in 
higher-cost production of bulk commodities also 
provides some upside risk to commodity prices 
more generally. 

There is also uncertainty around the extent to 
which lower oil prices will boost global economic 
activity. A positive global supply shock such as this 
is unambiguously positive for global growth, but the 
size of this stimulus will depend on factors such as 
the persistence of the positive oil supply shock and 
the extent and speed of its pass-through to broader 
economic activity. The importance of the stimulus 
will also vary across economies, making it hard to 
assess the aggregate boost to growth of Australia’s 
MTPs.

As usual, the path of the exchange rate remains a 
key source of uncertainty for the forecasts. Most 
estimates suggest that the exchange rate remains 
above its fundamental value, given the substantial 
decline in commodity prices over the past year. This 
raises the possibility of further depreciation, which 
by itself represents an upside risk to the forecasts 
for growth and inflation. The increasingly divergent 
monetary policies in the major economies also have 
uncertain implications for capital flows, exchange 
rates and financial markets more broadly. 

There is considerable uncertainty about the 
combined effects of the fall in oil prices and the 
depreciation of the exchange rate on domestic 
inflation and inflation expectations. The lower oil 
price reduces firms’ costs of production, whereas 
the depreciation of the exchange rate increases the 
costs of imported inputs. The forecasts assume that 
the degree of pass-through of these price changes 
is consistent with historical relationships, although 
the speed of pass-through could be slower or faster 
than expected depending on the strength of trading 
conditions. 

Large changes in oil prices may have an effect on 
inflation expectations. Automotive fuel prices are 
a particularly salient price for many households, 

despite fuel’s relatively small share of the overall 
consumption basket. The large fall in these prices, 
as well as the prospect of modest overall inflation 
outcomes, could have a long-lived feedback effect 
through inflation expectations. However, inflation 
expectations have remained well anchored in 
the face of significant relative price adjustments, 
including large exchange rate movements, over the 
inflation-targeting period. 

Household sector

The forecasts for consumption assume that wealth 
effects continue to operate as they have done in the 
past and that there will be a further gradual decline 
in the household saving ratio. Consumption growth 
could be stronger than anticipated if conditions in 
housing markets strengthen, particularly in parts 
of the country that have seen less growth in house 
prices of late. If this is associated with a significant 
increase in leverage or a decline in lending standards, 
it could pose some risk to macroeconomic stability. 
However, another possibility is that ongoing buoyant 
conditions in housing markets will have less of an 
effect on consumption than previously. In particular, 
in recent years fewer households appear to have 
been utilising the increase in the value of their 
dwelling to increase their leverage or trade up. This 
possibility would imply that the saving ratio will be 
higher and consumption growth a little lower than 
expected based on historical experience. In addition, 
there is significant uncertainty around the size of the 
effect that the large changes in commodity prices, 
particularly oil prices, will have on household saving 
and consumption behaviour. 

Business investment

Total business investment is expected to fall over 
the next two years as the large decline in mining 
investment offsets a recovery in non-mining 
investment. As has been noted previously, there 
is uncertainty about the timing and pace of the 
expected decline in mining investment. Given the size 
of the decline in mining investment already factored 
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into the updated forecasts, it has been assessed that 
the most recent step-down in commodity prices 
will not lead to a significant additional fall. However, 
mining investment would be weaker than expected 
if this is not the case and/ or if commodity prices 
decline much further. 

The timing of the recovery in non-mining business 
investment has been pushed out until later in 2015 
partly because there has not yet been convincing 
evidence of a turning point in the forward-looking 
indicators. There continues to be significant 
uncertainty around the timing and strength of the 
expected pick-up in non-mining business investment 
growth. However, many of the preconditions are 
in place for a recovery in non-mining investment 
and the longer investment remains weak, the more 
potential there is for the eventual recovery to be 
stronger than expected.  R
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Graph E1

Box E 

Unemployment Rate Forecasts and  
Confidence Intervals

The unemployment rate is a key indicator of activity, 
spare capacity and inflationary pressures in the 
economy.1 The black line in Graph E1 presents the 
Bank’s expectation of the central, or most likely, 
path of the unemployment rate over the next 
couple of years consistent with the evolution of 
other macroeconomic variables, such as output 
growth and inflation, discussed in the ‘Economic 
Outlook’ chapter. As growth in economic activity is 
forecast to remain below trend in the near term, the 
unemployment rate is likely to rise a little further over 
coming quarters. It is expected to decline towards 
the latter part of the forecast period, once growth 
picks up to an above-trend pace.

However, many other outcomes for the 
unemployment rate are possible because these 
forecasts are conditional on a range of assumptions 
about macroeconomic variables, such as the path of 
the exchange rate, and the relationships between 
them. Some of the reasons that unemployment 
outcomes could differ from the central forecast are 
discussed under ‘Uncertainties’ in the ‘Economic 
Outlook’ chapter. 

A range of possible outcomes can be estimated 
by generating the distribution of past forecast 
errors and confidence intervals around the central 
forecast. Graph  E1 shows 70  per cent and 90  per 
cent confidence intervals around the central 
unemployment rate forecast, based on the 
methodology in Tulip and Wallace (2012) and using 
the Bank’s forecast errors since 1993.2  These estimates 

1 For more details on estimates of spare capacity see Ballantyne A,  
D De Voss and D Jacobs (2014), ‘Unemployment and Spare Capacity in 
the Labour Market’, RBA Bulletin, September, pp 7–20.

2 See Tulip P and S Wallace (2012), ‘Estimates of Uncertainty around the 
RBA’s Forecasts’, RBA Research Discussion Paper No 2012-07.
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assume that the intervals are symmetric around the 
central forecast although, on average, outcomes for 
the unemployment rate have tended to be below 
the forecasts over the sample period. This reflects a 
number of factors specific to this period, including 
predictions of rising unemployment that were 
not fully realised at the time of the Asian financial 
crisis, the global slowdown of the early 2000s and 
the global financial crisis. Moreover, the forecasts 
were conditional on a number of macroeconomic 
variables, such as productivity growth, that did not 
evolve as expected. 

The estimated confidence intervals suggest that, 
if the Bank makes similar-sized forecast errors to 
those made in the past, then there is a 70 per cent 
probability that the unemployment rate in the June 
quarter 2017 will fall within a 2¼ percentage point 
range around the central forecast and a 90 per cent 
probability of falling within a 4¼  percentage point 
range. The size of these ranges indicates that there is 
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always substantial uncertainty about the economic 
outlook. This is not an unusual result: high levels of 
uncertainty have also been found in other countries, 
for other macroeconomic variables and for both 
private and public sector forecasts.  R
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